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The primary objectives of the study were to determine the
profile of the public child welfare workers employed with the
Department of Family and Children Services, to investigate what
training had been received, where received, and to access what
training was needed to adequately perform the duties of a Social
Services Specialist. Also, the study assessed the workers’
perception of the quality of work life in a public child welfare
agency. Methodologically, this study employed survey research
and was comparative in nature. The study was conducted in one
of the 159 counties in Georgia. The instruments utilized were a
Public Child Welfare Questionnaire designed by the author and
The Quality ofWork Life Conditions/Feelings designed by Pfeiffer
and Goodstein. The population of public child welfare workers
employed at an agency in 1993 were surveyed. The major
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findings of this study revealed that: (1) Most public child welfare
workers were nonsocial workers, which confirmed previous
findings that most public child welfare workers do not have
formal social work education; (2) The majority of public child
welfare workers did not obtain their knowledge, skills, and
abilities from education. The majority acquired their knowledge,
skills, and abilities through on-the-job training; and (3) Hie study
observed no significant difference between social workers’ and
nonsocial workers’ feelings about their quality of work life.
EMPLOYMENT IN PUBLIC CHILD WELFARE: IMPLICATIONS FOR
SOCIALWORK PRACTICE
A DISSERTATION
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There is, arguably, no single profession in the United States
more closely Identified with the field of child welfare than social
work. As a specialized field within social work, child welfare is
concerned with the antecedents, concomitant, and consequences
of a particular social milieu: the parent-child relationship network
and the enactment and implementation of parental roles and the
child’s role.i
Social problems that are the proper concern of child welfare
are as old as mankind. The orphaned, the illegitimate, the
abandoned, and the handicapped child have always been with us.
Child welfare is defined as a special field within the profession of
social work. Social work is concerned with man in relation to his
situation. As a technology, it is responsible for effecting changes in
some aspect of the client’s enactment of his social roles. It may
effect such changes by preventing the likelihood of the impairment
of social role enactment, by enhancing social role performance, or
by helping to restore the capacity to implement social roles
effectlvely.2
^Alfred Kadushin. Child Welfare Services (New York: MacMillian




Scope of the Problem
Hegar noted that what confronted child welfare professionals
as we entered the last decade of the 20th century, was that many of
the skills they brought to the job were forged between 50 and 100
years before. The child welfare profession began experimenting
with foster homes receiving board payments in 1893, started
establishing the jurisdiction of juvenile courts in 1899, and
committed to a federal-state partnership to provide child welfare
services in 1935. When the basic approaches to child welfare
services were formulated, the country was predominantly rural,
female employment stood at 23 percent, and 42 percent of
households included at least one child under age 10.3
The child welfare sj^tem in the United States is charged with
protecting children from abuse and neglect, either by providing
services to assist the family or by placing a child in an alternative
setting such as a foster home. In recent years, this system has been
besieged with increasing demands, such as an increase in cases,
dwindling resources, high staff turnover, abusive parent-child
relationships, domestic violence, drug and alcohol abuse, and
serious multiproblem families. Mitchel noted that in addition, to
the broad range of other problems plaguing these families —
unemplojonent, poverty and poor housing conditions — they also
share a lack of basic child development knowledge and parenting
^Rebecca L. Hegar, “Child Welfare In A Social Context: Challenges
for Social Work in the 1990s,” Social Work (June 1992): 42.
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skills. Such ignorance leads to a host of maladaptive behaviors
including inappropriate supervision, unrealistic expectations and
poor discipline techniques, shaking of infants, and poor nutrition
habits."* Kamerman and Kahn noted the drawbacks of a limited
child welfare system have been made even more visible by the
explosion of new social problems. Increasing numbers of cocaine-
and crack-addicted babies are entering the child welfare system,
offering challenges the system was not designed to address. HIV¬
positive babies pose other challenges; many foster parents are not
able to provide the care these children require. Homelessness
among families with children has Increased. What delivery system
will reach those families? In addition, the retarded, disabled, and
emotionally disturbed children who have been deinstitutionalized
are now older and often are more difficult for parents to manage.
Some are having children of their own; there are few resources to
sustain these troubled young parents in their roles. Immigrant and
refugee populations with their own approaches to child rearing
further strain the system.^ Reports of child abuse and neglect
increased steadily since 1976, with a national increase of more
than 90 percent between 1981 and 1986 when the annual figure
reached more than two million. At the same time, the poor
condition of the children and families being served was
^Leslie B. Mitchel, “Protecting Children,” American Association for
Protecting Children, 6:1 (Spring 1989) 3.
5Sheila B. Kamerman and Alfred J. Kahn, “If CPS Is Driving Child
Welfare — Where Do We Go From Here?”, The American Public Welfare
Association, Winter 1990.
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compounded by dramatic increases in drug abuse, hopelessness,
AIDS, and poverty.^
This study was conducted in a public child welfare agency
located in an urban setting in the state of Georgia. The population
was all caseworkers who were employed in public child welfare in
1993. In this study, the author identified public child welfare
workers in terms of formal education, inservice training,
occupational classification, and other demographics. The study
discussed how they perceived their working environment and
addressed the importance of a social work education for working
with families experiencing complex social problems.
Statement of the Problem
Public child welfare workers in a public child welfare agency
Included both employees with a Masters of Social Work degree and
those from other occupations. All of the workers were required to
have the same minimum qualifications, necessary knowledge, skills
and abilities, and were required to perform the same duties. The
statement of the problem was that the majority of public child
welfare workers were not formally trained with the knowledge,
skills, and abilities as stipulated in the Job description. The
problem was that there were two categories of workers — social
workers and nonsocial workers — who were both required to deal
with the same complexities of the job. However, because they
^Burton J. Cohen. “Quality of Working Life In A Public Child Welfare
Agency,” Journal of Health and Human Resources Administration, 15:2 (Fall
1992): 129.
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come from different fields of study, their “Assessment of Quality of
Worklife” may be different.
Much of the research on the state of child welfare and many
of the critiques of the system have focused on the wider context
and the broad social issues and political climate that have produced
increasing demands along with a scarcity of resources. There has
been little research focused at the level of the public child welfare
agency itself, how it is organized, and the quality of work life of its
workers.^
There are growing problems in the child welfare system.
There is increasing concern about child welfare workers not being
properly trained or having adequate education. One of the principal
questions explored in the study was whether lack of training and
inadequate education tended to affect one’s perception of the work
setting and one’s personal reactions to those conditions.
The Job description for public child welfare workers contains
the training and experience requirements for two position levels —
Social Services Specialist I and Social Services Specialist 11. The
training and experience required for Social Services Specialist I is
one year of professional experience of which the primary function
Involves the provision of social service case management and
supportive counseling services. Such services that were
administered in a social welfare setting, at a level equivalent to a
master’s degree in social work, or a closely related field could be
substituted for the above experience requirement. The training
7lbid., 129.
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and experience required for Social Services Specialist II is one year
of professional experience at a level equivalent to a Social Services
Specialist I, in managing a caseload of clients in adult or child
protective services, placement services, or adoption services.
Education may not be substituted for the above experience
requirement.
However, the necessary knowledge, skills, and abilities for
the Social Services Specialist positions are equivalent to those
required of social workers. For example, a Social Services
Specialist applicant must have good knowledge of interviewing and
information gathering techniques, and good counseling principles
and techniques. They must have considerable knowledge of the
physical and psychological needs of individuals and families and
methods for meeting those needs.
Secondly, a Social Services Specialist applicant must have
working skills in both oral and written communications, in
interviewing, in listening to clients to understand and assess their
needs and problems. They must provide supportive counseling in
reading, comprehend materials of varying levels of complexity, and
conduct home studies. Lastly, a Social Services Specialist applicant
must have considerable ability to investigate allegations of abuse and
neglect to children, provide crisis Intervention, and develop and
maintain an effective working relationship with a variety of people.
7
Significance of the Study
The literature revealed a growing need for child welfare
workers to be adequately trained in social work and to have a
supportive environment in order to meet the needs of today's
children. The literature also stressed the Importance of a worker
having a Master of Social Work or Bachelor of Social Work degree in
public child welfare.
The literature revealed that fewer and fewer master’s level
social workers or trained social workers were actually working in
public child welfare. It was in the areas of knowledge development,
revision and extension that this study aimed to make a difference.
The study aimed to contribute meaning to existing information
about the limited number of master’s level social workers or
trained social workers in public child welfare; to show the lack of a
nurturing, supportive environment for workers and identify public
child welfare workers in terms of their formal education, training,
occupational classification and bther demographics.
There was a widespread perception in public child welfare
that the social work profession, its schools, its licensing boards,
and its national organizations were not concerned about public
sector employees or disempowered client groups. The perception
had some validity. In a 1982 membership survey of the National
Association of Social Workers, public sector employees were found
to be in the minority for the first time. 'They decreased from 56
percent of members in 1972, to 46 percent in 1982. Members
working in public assistance fell from over 8 percent to just 1
8
percent. During the same period, the number working in the for-
profit sector almost quadrupled to a total of 12 percent.^
Hegar considered three arenas where social workers must
concentrate personal, professional and political efforts, if they are
to contribute to solving today’s child welfare problems. The first is
the social environment in which all children live, and which is
failing so many. The second is the nature of services available to
families with identified problems in meeting the needs of their
children. In the third arena of public child welfare settings, we
must see what can be done to Improve the fit between agency
realities and workers’ need.9
This study is significant in that the findings may be used to
help State administrators redefine and re-evaluate the State hiring
policy. It is hoped that this study will give child welfare workers,
who are trained social workers and currently working in public
child welfare, a sense that the issues are being addressed and the
social work profession has not forgotten one of its most valued
practice areas.
Purpose
The purpose of the study was to assess the knowledge, skills,
abilities, and the qusdity of workllfe of public child welfare workers.




experience, txaining, and educational preparation for public child
welfare work.
The study served to derive additional issues for further
investigation. Information was provided to State child welfare
agencies that may help to facilitate an understanding of the trednlng
needs of child welfare workers and begin to upgrade child welfare
positions that would give preference to individuals who held
bachelor’s or master’s degree in social work. Other factors
explored included: (1) professionalization; (2) reclassification-
declassification of public child welfare positions; and
(3) inducements to enter public child welfare.
Historical Context
Historically, in our society, children have been viewed in a
variety of ways. They were often seen as possessions and were
exploited with little attention given to their needs. The historical
context is designed to provide a framework to the reader, new to
the field of child welfare. This section will help the reader develop
an understanding of the history of child welfare in the United
States and present day forces that have lead to the development of
child welfare policies, programs, and services.
1600-1700s: The Child-Saving Movement
Origins of the ‘Child-Saving’ Movement can be traced from
colonial days. The early child savers relied upon two principal
sources of authority: the power of the township overseer of the
poor, and the power to intervene into the parent-child relationship
10
under the laws of guardianship and the doctrine of Parens Patriae.
In order to augment a scarce labor supply, colonial families turned
to three sources of labor outside the family: the Indian, the Negro
slave, and the indentured servant. Indians were not easy to
domesticate and Immigrants were unable to exploit the Indian’s
labor. The Indentured white servant was an important source of
labor until the late 17th century. It is estimated that more than
250,000 persons were Indentured during the colonial period.^®
The terrible story of Negro slavery forms an especially
Inhuman chapter in the history of American life and American
social welfare. It is estimated that from 1686 to 1786
approximately two million Africans were spirited away from their
homes; 250,000 of them ended up in the American colonies.
Children, also, were an integral part of the colonial labor
system. In colonial life, the labor of children was a social fact and a
social necessity, not a social problem. From an early age, children
were warned that Idleness destroyed the soul and undermined the
social system. 12
In March 1642, the first colonial law was enacted relating to
orphans. In 1729 in New Orleans, the Ursullne nuns founded the
first private children's Institution in this country. The first public
orphanage was established in 1790 in Charleston, South Carolina. 12
l®Neil A. Cohen. Child Welfare: A Multicultural Focus. (Boston:





From the beginning, in all the colonies, a court order was
required to remove children from their parents. Little evidence
points to community interest in protecting children from hard
labor or abusive treatment. Rather, children were removed when
the parents seemed unable to bring them up so as to give promise
that the children would become independent citizens. The right of
the state to interfere between parent and child was established
early in this country’s history,
1800-1850: The Child Rescue Movement
In contrast to the religious motives and charity impulses of
the ‘Child-Saving’ Movement, persons active in child rescue relied
more upon legal concepts and efforts to advance the rights of
children through the application of the law. During the first half of
the 1800s, Judge’s decisions as to the needs of the child began to
override the rights of parents, particularly fathers, and even the
rights of the community. This trend for protection of the child was
highlighted in the 1869 decision regarding Fletcher et al. v. Illinois
which stipulated that parental authority “must be exercised within
the bounds of reason and humanity.”!^
The concept of placing children in the west, as family
members rather than Indentured servants, originated with Charles
Loring Brace. Under his leadership, the Children’s Aid Society was
established in 1853. Brace’s approach to foster home placement




began the movement toward the foster home programs that we
know today.
Toward the end of the 19th century we find two movements
developing in child welfare: (1) a growing concern with the needs
of childhood as a special period of life and (2) an enlargement of
the rights of child in relation to parents or to persons standing in
the place of parents. The tendency became for society as parens
patriae to intervene for the ignorance, neglect, and exploitation of
some parents. From the late 19th century to the present, there has
been an increasing substitution of public norms for the appropriate
care, custody, control, and behavior of children in place of the
private standards of the family in such matters.
By 1900, there was a growing awareness of the need for a
national voice for children. In 1912, the U.S. Children’s Bureau was
established following the first White House Conference on children.
The U.S. Children’s Bureau was established to “investigate and
report on all matters pertaining to the welfare of children and child
life among all classes of people.”^*
The 1919 Georgia General Assembly, alarmed over reports of
cruelty in an institution for dependent children, established the
first public welfare department primarily for the purpose of
inspecting and regulating institutions and organizations for
dependent children operating in the state. Governed by a board of
I6ibid., 13.
I7ibid., 13.
l^Betty J. Stewart. “Today’s Children: Changes and Challenges,’’
Studies in Social Welfare, Tulane University, 18 (July 1990); 33.
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five members appointed by the Governor, with the Governor
serving as the sixth and ex-officio member, the first welfare
department served as an inspection and advisory agency. The work
of this first department focused primarily on improving the care of
dependent and neglected children by private and voluntary
agencies and organizations rather than providing direct services.
Later in 1919, the Georgia State Reformatory in Milledgeville was
removed from the administration of the Prison Commission and
placed under the Board of Managers responsible for the newly
created Board of Public Welfare.
In 1937, the Child Welfare Division was created within the
Department of Public Welfare and a district Child Welfare
Consultant position was established in each of the ten congressional
districts, with the exception of the Fifth District (Atlanta) which
was classified as an urban district. The first federal funds made
available were limited to use in rural areas. The Child Welfare
Services Program was begun with four child welfare workers
attempting to serve the entire state. By July 1, 1938, nine district
consultants were at work and child welfare workers were assigned
to demonstration units in Coweta, Spalding, Emanuel, Bulloch,
Sumter, Dougherty, Monroe, Walton, Habersham, and Whitfield
counties.20
l^Neil A. Cohen, 11.
20Jack Carter of Atlanta, interview by author, 20 October 1990,
Decatur, tape recording, Dekalb County Department of Family and Children
Services, Decatur.
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The first county welfare units in Georgia were established
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940. By the end of 1940,
child welfare units had been established in Coffee, Lowndes,
Coweta, Dougherty, Monroe, Spalding, Sumter, Walton, and
Whitfield counties.
In July of 1943, child welfare was again established as a
division within the Department of Public Welfare and operated as a
separate division until June 1952, when administrative
reorganization resulted in the establishment of the Division of
Social Administration. Child Welfare became a section of the
Division of Social Adminlstration.22
Georgia’s public child welfare agencies were established as a
division of government created under the original Social Security
Act enacted in 1935, and were charged with giving financial
assistance and services to needy and troubled people. There were
DFCS offices located in each of the 159 counties in the state. They
operated under exactly the same regulations for granting assistance
and offered essentially the same rehabilitative services.
Child welfare services during the 1950s and 1960s were
directed toward solving problems connected with dependence,
neglect, delinquency, physical and mental handcaps,and emotional
disturbances. Public child welfare services grew substantially
during this period. This period also saw the use of foster care




children were coming into foster homes from disturbed and
disorganized homes and often themselves were more disturbed.
These factors combined into longer stays for children in foster
care.^3
The period from 1957 to 1967 saw a continuous increase in
adoptions. Adoptions had grown as an acceptable way of providing
parents for children rather than providing children for parents.
From 1958 to 1968 the ratio between the number of applicants and
the number of children declined steadily. While there was strong
demand for healthy white infants, there were many children
awaiting adoption for whom there was not much demand, i.e.,
minority, older, handicapped chlldren.24
The social services decade represented a significant period
for social welfare reform and expansion. Begun during the Kennedy
administration, a great many social programs were put into place by
President Johnson and his “Great Society.* Of particular note for
child welfare was the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 which
gave rise to Job Corps Training Centers, Neighborhood Youth
Corps, Head Start, and day care centers.^s
As part of the moral upheaval created by the escalation of Viet
Nam, social welfare programs were attacked on one side by the far
Left and on the other by the far Right. These factors led to the




curtailment of programs for the poor during the late 1960s and the
1970S.26
There have been at least six major trends affecting child
welfare services which have carried forward to the present time:
(1) an increasing concern with the rights of children; (2) a rapid
increase in teenage pregnancies and in the number of teenagers
who kept their children; (3) controversy over abortion; (4) a
rediscovery and increased concern about the old problem of child
abuse, particularly sexual abuse; (5) an increase in the number of
working mothers; (6) the increasing number of single-parent,
female-headed households, due to the increasing incidence of
teenage parenthood, high divorce rates, and single adults women
who choose to have a baby on their own; and (7) the increased
efforts at child support enforcement. ^7
In the late 1960s and continuing into the 1970s, there was
an increasing emphasis on the law as the protector of children’s
rights and on due process. Of particular importance was the 1966
Kent V. United States decision regarding due process and the 1967
Application of Gault due process in adjudication hearings. The legal
rights of children period evolved eventually from a focus on due
process to an emphasis on juvenile diversion programs. Attention
was (and still continues) addressed to preventing youth from





The passage of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act
in 1974, and the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act (Public
Law 96-271) in 1980, reflected a growing national concern about
the condition of children. There was a national consensus that the
condition of children in foster care was deteriorating. This Act
established permanency for children. Most significantly, perhaps,
the Child Abuse Act established a new standard and expectation
that neighbors, teachers, doctors, indeed the community, take
responsibility for the protection of children.29
Protective service programs have grown significantly since
the passage of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act of
1974. This area of practice offers the most obvious example of the
movement toward a legal model for practice.30
Contemporary Context
The children of the 1990s were better educated and had
more opportunities compared to the history of what was available to
children in the past. New knowledge about child development has
helped social workers to better understand the emotional and
psychosocial needs of children and the environment factors needed
to grow and prosper. The social work profession must be
concerned about the millions of children who do not have a healthy
start in life.
29Stewart, 33.
^Oxheodore J. Stein. “Child Welfare: New Directions in the Field and
Their Implications for Education,” Journal of Education for Social Work, 18
(Winter 1982): 104.
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The child welfare field confronts a different set of problems
in the twentieth century. The crises of this decade and the next
are AIDS, drugs, crack, cocaine, and hopelessness. These problems
are most acute in places with limited resources to address them.
The laws pertaining to child welfare made a difference.
Public awareness of child abuse led to ever increasing reports —
some 2.1 million in 1986.31 According to a recent national
Incidence report, more than 11/2 million children were abused or
neglected in 1986 (National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect,
1988), a 66 percent increase since 1980. The most frequently
occurring subcategories of maltreatment identified by professionals
were physical neglect (9.1 per 1,000 children), physical abuse
(5.7), educational neglect (4.6), emotional neglect (3.4), and sexual
abuse (2.5). These cases represented both children served by Child
Protective Services (CPS) and children not known to CPS but
known to other agencies. The figures seem low. The actual
incidence of the less obvious forms of maltreatment was probably
much higher, especially for sexual abuse. The 2.5 cases per 1,000
recognized by professionals may represent only the tip of the
iceberg.32 Table 1 shows a five-year summary of reported cases and
number of children serviced. Efforts were made to make things
better for children. However, Cohen noted that much less
attention was focused on the need for a redesign or restructuring of
31 Stewart, 33.
32phyllis T. Rowing and John S. Wodarski, “Legal Requisites for
Social Workers in Child Abuse and Neglect Situations,” Social Work, 37 (July
1992): 330.
TABLE 1
LOCAL DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES
FIVE YEAR SUMMARY OF REPORTED CASES AND
NUMBER OF CHILDREN SERVICED
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 % Change
Child Welfare Cases 6318 6760 7700 8175 8237 30
Protective Services Complaints 1511 2056 2050 2231 2152 42
Children Placed for Adoption 18 15 18 24 25 39
Children in Custody (as of July) 576 655 789 950 1119 94
Foster Homes Supervised 197 222 300 350 327 66
Different Children Served at
Emergency Shelter
315 320 340 336 341 8
Taken from 1992 Annual Report ojDekalb County Department of Family and Children Services
CO
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the workplace and settings in which child welfare services were
provided. The Quality ofWorking Life (QWL) movement, concerned
with creating organizations that more effectively delivered services
and products valued by society, while simultaneously offering
rewarding, stimulating places for employees to work, had little
impact on the child welfare field or on human services in general. 33
This writer agreed with Cohen that the service delivery is in
question and that child welfare workers are not being properly
trained to do the Job.
Hegar noted that child welfare and child protection workers
have a very difficult job. The workers who do this thankless and
difficult Job often feel alone. They are blamed by other
professionals and society if a child is harmed. They often placed
their own lives in danger for the protection of a child.3^ Betty
Stewart found that less than 30 percent of all public child welfare
staff had a social work education and that they were not prepared
to deal with the complexity of the growing problems facing the
children.35 This study argued that child welfare workers needed a
nurturing, supportive work environment, and adequate social work
training to more effectively address the problems confronting
children today.
In the 1990s, Child Protective Services (CPS) emerged as the
dominant child and family social service provided by public





child welfare system, often taking it over completely. Many
administrators would claim that child protection was child welfare,
that the Increased demand for child protection absorbed virtually
all of the system’s resources. Foster care and adoption services
survived largely because they serve CPS.36
The American Humane Association’s history of over a century
of work in the area of protecting children from abuse and neglect
have led to the development of standards. The standards cover
both agencies providing Child Protective Services and workers who
provide those services. One crucial agency standard is the
recognition that CPS is a unique specialization. This service is best
provided by workers who are selected and trained in the specific
areas of dealing with abuse and neglect. Workers also must possess
attitudes and skills which help protect the child by stabilizing and
strengthening the child’s family.37
Filip noted that Child Protective Services has become one of
the most controversial child welfare services provided by the public
sector. The number of reports of child abuse and neglect increased
by 223 percent between 1976 and 1986 (American Humane
Association), while federal, state, 2ind local resource dollars for
those services lagged far behind. With the loss of funding, social
services administrators have frequently responded by reducing
services, limiting the population served, and declassifying or
^^Kamennan and Kahn, 9,
37judee Filip, “Qualifications of Child Protective Services Staff.”
American Association of Protecting Children, Denver, Co., 59.
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reclassifying staff positions. Professionals in CPS have never been
more vulnerable. Never before has it been so essential that they be
accountable for their actions. Malpractice suits against workers and
agencies are on the rise, and the competence of workers and
administrators frequently is cited as a factor in these cases. In the
critical and sensitive area of intervention into family life, good
standards of social work practice are essentlal.38
Filip also stated that “in order to raise the professional status
of social work in the public sector, there must be consensus
concerning a set of beliefs, attitudes and values, a standard for
practice, a definition of a body of knowledge, realistic work
expectations and a mechanism for evaluating performance.”39
It increasingly seemed that only abused or severely neglected,
delinquent, or runaway children would hope to receive public
services in most jurisdictions. Doors were closed to cases labeled
“less serious” or “voluntary.” Even high-priority cases may have
had to go without help or at best made do with short-term or
inadequate asslstance.'^o
The primary responsibility for child welfare typically resided
in state-regulated but locally-operated agencies, although in some
states the agencies were state-operated as well. Public child
welfare agencies usually operated as monolithic bureaucracies with
rigid lines of authority and centralized decision making. The
38ibid., 59.
39lbid.. 59.
^OKamerman and Kahn, 9.
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system was found to be a “disempowering force in the lives of those
who dealt with it, child welfare workers as well as clients.” One
study that specifically explored child welfare as a “world of work”
and involved interviews with caseworkers about their work
described the victimization of child welfare workers in the
following way:
They work within bureaucracies often without the
authority to fulfill either of their sometimes
contradictory goals: to work in the best interests of the
child and in the best interest of the family. They are
fundamentally powerless to change systems that need
to be changed; alienated from coworkers who could
offer much needed support; laden with responsibilities
for which they carry little or no authority; and generally
functioning without necessary resources."^^
Local Context
A Public Child Welfare Program
The site for this study was a public welfare agency in one of
the 159 counties in Georgia. This child welfare program was
established in 1957. Prior to that time, the county juvenile court
handled all cases of abuse and neglect. The agency defined its
purpose and established a program of social services for families
and children for its attainment.'*^
Philosophical and Methological Approaches
Cohen, 131.
^2jack Carter of Atlanta, interview by author, 20 October 1990,
Decatur, tape recording, Dekalb County Department of Family and Children
Services, Decatur.
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The philosophy of the child welfare program is to value the
worth, dignity, and all rights of all people; to value a strong family
unit, to value citizens participation in developing government’s
response to human needs, to value the prevention of human
suffering, and to value the department’s responsibility for
upholding the public trust (stewardship) .^3
Description of the Program
The child welfare program is part of a public agency which
provides specialized services to geographic specific communities in
the county. Cases are received from concerned citizens, family
members, friends, and mandated reporters.
Type of Services Provided
The child welfare program consists of three specialized
services: Protective Services Intake and Ongoing, Foster Care, and
Adoption. Protective Services Intake and Ongoing is a specialized
service to neglected, abused, exploited, or abandoned children.
Foster Care is a service used to offer abused children a substitute
family until the caseworker can begin to work with the primary
caretakers. Adoption service allows individuals to become parents
through a legal and social process rather than through a biological




Number of Clients Served
The child welfare program serves any resident in the county.
In 1991, an average of 270 families per month were reported to
the agency as abusing or neglecting their children. Statistics
increased each year since 1991. As of June 1990, there were 24
children in institutions and 475 children in foster care. The
department held custody of approximately 900 children. The
county continues to have about the same number of couples wanting
to adopt, but a decrease in the number of young children available,
predominantly white. The county staff placed 14 children for
adoption in 1989.'^'*
Principal Funding Sources
Major sources from which the Department of Family and
Children Services receives its financial support for the provision of
services include the State of Georgia, with some federal funding,
and money from the county budget.^^ Table 2 shows funding
sources from which the department received support during 1992.
Governing Structure
The county Board is representative of the community. It
consists of five members: one African American female, one white
female, one Afidcan American male, and two white males. There is,
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Children’s Emergency $285,859.42 $263,517
(plus facility upkeep)
•Foster and institutional care, clothing,





The Board advocates funding and resources of sufficient quantity
and quality to serve clients and staff. Because the Board is small, it
does not consist of subcommittees.'^®
Geographical Area
The child welfare unit serves any fsimily in the particular
county, including the surrounding cities. This, however, does not
include cases where an incident occurred elsewhere and the
county is asked to do courtesy investigations for another county or
state.
of Population Served
The target group for the child welfare program is any family
experiencing a crisis regardless of race, creed, color, or
socioeconomic status.
Research Questions
The research priorities for the study were to obtain facts and
to identify differences between the variables stated in the research
questions and hjqjotheses.
1. What is the proportion of public child welfare workers
who are social workers as compared with other occupational
classifications?
2. What is the difference between social workers’ and




3. How will public child welfare workers rate their basic
human work needs on the quality of worklife scale?
4. What is the difference between social workers’ and
nonsocial workers’ perception of the level of their educational
preparation for the complexity of the job as a Social Services
Specialist?
5. What is the difference between social workers’ and
nonsocial workers’ feelings about their quality of worklife?
6. From what source will public child welfare workers rate
the majority of their knowledge, skills, and abilities as being
obtained to do their job as a Social Services Specialist?
Hypotheses
1. There is a disproportionate number of nonsocial workers
as compared to social workers employed in public child welfare.
2. The higher the education the lower the perception of
being professionally utilized in a public child welfare agency.
3. Public child welfare workers will rate meaningfulness of
the work as the highest basic human work need when compared
with powerfulness and task-related interpersonal interaction.
4. A disproportionate number of nonsocial workers
compared to social workers employed in public child welfare
perceived that they seldom use the educational preparation from
their degree programs in their current job.
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5. There will be a significant difference between social
workers’ and nonsocial workers’ feelings about their quality of
worklife.
6. The perceived need for training and education will be
positively associated with the source of prior training and
education.
Limitations
One of the limitations of this study was there was not an equal
distribution of social workers and nonsocial workers for statistical
comparisons. Another limitation of the study was that public child
welfare workers came from one county in Georgia. Therefore, the
findings cannot be generalized to other countries. This particular
study will be offered as a framework for future study in public
welfare agencies.
Definition of Terms and Variables
Research variables and significant terms used in this study
were defined as follows:
ChUdWelfare
Child welfare is the part of human services and social
welfare programs and ideologies oriented toward the
protection, care, and healthy development of children. Child
welfare measures are found in national, state, and local
programs and are usually designed to prevent conditions that
30
interfere with the healthy and positive development of
children.
Public WelCeure
Public Welfare is the relative well-being of a society and
its people as manifested by a nation’s policy of providing for
the protection and fulfillment of its citizens. This term is
also a sjmonym for social welfare and public assistance.'^*
Masters of Social Work (MSW)
The Master’s degree in social work is awarded to
students who have completed the requirements for the
degree from an accredited graduate school of social work.
Requirements for the MSW typically include successful
completion of 60 academic hours, including about 24 hours of
field placement, spread over the equivalent of two full-time
academic years.
Professionalism
Professionalism is the degree to which an individual
possesses and utilizes the knowledge, skills, and
qualifications of a profession. Professional social workers
adhere to its values and ethics when serving the client.
'^^Anne Minahan, eds.. Encyclopedia of Social Work, Maryland:





Licensed Clinical Social Worker (LCSW)
LCSW, as defined by the Georgia Composite Board, is a
professional social worker who has been legally accredited by
a state government to engage in clinical social work practice
in that state. The Initials LGSW after a professional’s name
indicate possession of the license and the relevant
qualifications.
Private Practice
In social work, private practice is the process in which
the values, knowledge, and skills of social work, acquired
through sufficient education and experience, are used to
deliver social services autonomously to clients in exchange for
mutually agreed payment. In the state of Georgia, an
individual in private practice must hold a license.'^^
Reclassification
Reclassification, as defined by Kahn, is a term that has
been coined to described the reduction of educational
standards for public service jobs.^o
Declassification
Declassification is defined as a reduction in Job
classification.
49ibid.
Jacob H. Karger, ‘‘Reclassification: Is there a Future in Public
Child Welfare for the Trained Social Worker?” Social Work 28 (December
1983): 427.
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Bachelor of Social Work (BSW)
A Bachelor of Social Work degree is awarded to
students who complete the requirements from accredited
undergraduate social work programs. Requirements for the
BSW typically include successful completion of approximately
60 academic hours in social work courses, which includes
540 clock hours of field placement, spread over the
equivalent of four years.
Social Workers
According to the Social Work Dictionary, social workers
are “graduates of schools of social work (with either
Bachelor’s or Master’s degree), who use their knowledge and
skills to provide social services to clients.”^!
Inservice Training
An educational program provided by an employer and
usually carried out by a supervisor or specialist to help an
employee become more productive and effective in
accomplishing a specific task or the overall objectives of the
organization. Usually, but not always, such training occurs on
the Job and for short a period.52
L. Barker, Social Work Dictionary, (Silver Spring, MD: National
Association of Social Workers, 1987), 155.
l. Barker, Social Work Dictionary, 2nd Edition (Wahington, D.C.:
National Association of Social Workers, 1987), 199.
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Autonomy
An individual’s sense of being capable of independent
action; ability to provide for one's own needs; also,
independence from the control of others.^^
On-the-Job Training (OJT)
OJT is normally given by a senior employee or
supervisor. The trainee is shown how to perform the job and
allowed to do it under the trainer’s supervision.54
Rationale
This study developed out of the current personnel problems
facing public child welfare. Public child welfare workers must
serve every race, creed, color, and socioeconomic group. Public
child welfare would benefit more from having and maintaining
trained social workers to provide services. Research findings may
enable public welfare agencies to recognize the difference between
social workers and nonsocial workers and support these strengths,
knowledge, skills, and abilities that social work education provides.
53lbid.. 19.
54Robert J. Russo, Serving and Surviving as a Human-Service
Worker (Illinois: Waveland Press, Inc., 1993), 336.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The review of the relevant research literature was organized
to present the similarities and differences between the proposed
study and findings of similar studies, and to indicate how the
proposed investigation will mesh with the existing body of
knowledge and contribute to the knowledge base of the social work
and public child welfare professions.
Child welfare is one of the oldest fields of practice in social
work and one in which social work has been the profession
principally responsible for its operation. However, child welfare
practice in the public sector has been affected by a variety of
factors, including increased professionalization which has skewed
the social work mission away from the poor and disadvantaged,
contracting of services to the private sector, declassification and
reclassification of social service positions, and lack of inducements
to enter the public sector, i
Child welfare services is one of the nation’s most important
social service programs for children and families. These services
include family support programs that provide prevention and
treatment services for abused and neglected children, foster care,
^Sau-Fong Siu and Patricia Turner Hogan, “Public Child Welfare:
The Need for Clinical Social Work,” Social Work 34 (September 1989): 423.
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family preservation, and adoption services. Pecora, et al.
documented the need for child welfare services to be delivered by
staff members with the necessary educational qualifications and
inservice training. Barriers to recruitment and retention of
professionally trained staff were identified, and issues were raised
regarding federal, state, and local elected officials, social service
department directors, and program administrators and their
impact on chronically under-funded social services.2
Child welfare, as a field of social work practice, is vastly more
complex than it was in the nineteenth century when our
forebearers confidently responded to problems of family
functioning by “rescuing” children from their “cruel parents" and
placing them in institutions of one kind or another. Over the years,
child welfare policies and practices developed in a pattern of
gradual evolutionary growth. However, for more than two decades,
rapid social change has placed heavy demands upon child and
family agencies for adaptations and innovations in services. These
demands reflect public concern about the family, long regarded as
society’s best preventive institution and now showing the effects of
rapid social, industrial, and economic dislocation. Some of these
effects are manifested in alternative family forms and child-rearing
patterns; the greatly accelerated entry of women into the labor
force, even women with very young children; the unprecedented
2peter J. Pecora, Katharine H. Briar, and Joan Levy Zlotnik,
Addressing the Program and Personnel Crisis in Child Welfare: A Social
Work Response. (Silver Springs, MD: National Association of Social
Workers, Inc., 1989), 1.
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growth of female-headed families and of teenage parenting: and
increased official reporting of child abuse and neglect. These
developments, as well as new federal and state legislation and
Judicial decisions, have served to give a new face to much of the
child welfare practice, and to make more urgent the need for
competent personnel in the system of child and family social
services.
Standards and policies for child welfare practice that are
promulgated by the Child Welfare League of America (CWLA, 1984),
The American Humane Association (1986), and the National
Association of Social Workers (NASW, 1981, 1988) recommended
that child welfare administrators and supervisors should have a
master’s degree in social work and previous child welfare
experience. In addition, these organizations recommended that
direct service workers have at least a Bachelor’s degree in social
work (BSW). The standards for effective child welfare services
providers do not stipulate a social work degree.^
Child welfare workers should be knowledgeable about child
development, family systems, ethnic minorities, dysfunctional
behavior, interviewing techniques, clinical assessment, case
planning, and the dynamics of various forms of child maltreatment
in a family. These subjects are taught in schools of social work,
either in courses or field practlcum assignments. In many
agencies, the commission noted a gap between the current skill
levels of staff, some of whom were hired without the necessary
3lbid., 2.
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educational preparation, and the demanding tasks of the child
welfare job.'^
According to Russo, the general labor force will be affected by-
three significant trends. The skills of the available worker will not
match job requirements, women, minorities, and immigrants and
will continue occupying a large share of the work force. Skilled
labor shortages will spread throughout all levels of organizations.
This mismatch between employer job requirements and workers’
skills will occur at the same time as both corporate and public
organizations reduce the numbers in the work force.^
Russo also noted that one of the major emerging issues for
the human-service organizations is that approximately 40 percent
of the work force is functionally or marginally illiterate. Some 15
percent of the adults fit this category. Schools in this country are
producing graduates who are functionally illiterate at a time when
ordinary factory jobs require a high degree of skill. Remediation for
this adult population will continue to be one of the most dramatic
unmet needs. The absence of such basic skills as reading and
writing will further compound the social, political, and economic
problems that are associated with the increasing percentages of
children and families living in poverty.^
Hegar noted that most critical for social workers, child
welfare staff often feel abandoned by a profession that seems
^Ibid., 2.
Robert Russo, Serving and Surviving as a Human-Service Worker
(Waveland Press, Inc., Illiois), 172.
6lbid, 172.
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increasingly preoccupied with private practice, third-party
payments, the authority to make DSM-IIIR diagnoses and sunset
review of licensing boards. Part of our job as social work
professionals is to work to lift the siege by bringing child welfare
into the direct line of vision of the rest of the profession. It will
take all of our efforts, and those ofmany others to do so.^
In July 1989, NASW addressed the child welfare staffing
crisis by calling together for a two-day meeting 35 social workers
with leadership roles in public and private child welfare agencies,
the federal Children’s Bureau, schools of social work, the Council
on Social Work Education, and allied organizations such as the
Children’s Defense Fund, Child Welfare League of America,
American Public Welfare Association, National Association of Public
Child Welfare Administrators, and the American Humane
Association. Under the leadership of Kathy Briar, Chair of NASW’s
Family Commission, that group worked on strategies to address the
same topic that concerns all of us: how the profession can respond
to the crises in child welfare programs and staffing. One of its
products is a new NASW publication by Peter Pecora, Kathy Briar,
and Joan Zlotnlk (1989).*
Flnkelton noted, first, the system needs more trained staff to
respond to reports, conduct investigations, and provide services to
families. By almost everyone’s analysis, the increase in serious




commensurate increases in staff and budget to deal with these
cases. This lack of staff has been one of the primary obstacles to
effective action.^
Second, Finkelton indicated that the system needs greater
public and professional confidence and esteem. Child welfare work
needs to be honored and welcomed. The public clearly wants to
combat child abuse. People need to be educated that this means
accepting a modest level of outside scrutiny into the affairs of
families. They also need to recognize that this sometimes entails
difficult moral choices between family, neighborhood, and
professional loyalties, on the one hand, and the welfare of children
on the other. Public and professional esteem for the child welfare
system will certainly make it easier to Identify and confirm child
abuse. 10
The lack of trained social workers has Implications for
service quality; a number of researchers have documented a
correlation between educational background and job performance.
In one geographic area, the content validity of the MSW curriculum
for practice in child welfare was established. More specifically,
researchers found that an MSW program provided graduates with
knowledge and skills that were highly job related for practice in
public social service and mental health positions, In an analysis of
^David Finkelhor, “Is Child Abuse Overreported?” The American
Public Welfare Association (Winter 1990), 23.
lOibid., 23-29.
J. Teare, Validating Social Work Credentials for Human Services
Jobs: Report of a Demonstration. (Silver Springs, MD: National Association
of Social Workers, 1987), 12.
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the educational background of child welfare workers, those with a
BSW were the most successful in providing services that were
needed.^2 Another statewide study documented that BSW or MSW
staff have better preparation in many of the knowledge and skill
areas that are necessary for child welfare practice compared with
people with other educational degrees.^3
The results of one study indicated that the job performance of
child welfare workers with MSWs was significantly higher in many
£ireas than for social workers who did not have MSWs.i'^ Other
studies showed that BSW-tralned social welfare staff, compared
with staff with undifferented BA degrees, had more job-related
knowledge and received higher performance ratings.
These studies must be viewed with caution because they were
not conducted on a national basis, the findings in certain areas
were mixed, and the methodological limitations of each were not
described in this report. Nevertheless, the studies provided an
initial foundation of evidence for the value of social work training
for child welfare practice,
12oisen and Holmes, 1982.
l^Bureau of Children Services Advisory Committee, Task Force
Report on Staff Qualifications and development. (Olympia, WA: Department
of Health and Human Services, Bureau of Children’s Services, 1982).
l^Booz-Allen and Hamilton, Inc., The Maryland social services Job
analysis and personal qualifications study. (Baltimore, MD: Maryland
Department of Human Resources, 1987).
H. Baily, A Comparison of Performance Levels Between BSW and
BA Social Workers, Unpublished doctoral dissertation,Catholic University of
America, Washington, D.C., 1978.
16pecora, Briar, and Zlotnik, 2.
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A recent national survey of 26 states and one major city
revealed that educational requirements for child welfare positions
were reduced since 1975. For example, 12 states or 44 percent
did not require their entry-level child welfare workers to have any
kind of degree to perform direct service functions in their states.
For upper-level casework positions, 7 of 12 states required an MSW
degree. That study also showed that turnover rates were higher
in states that did not require baccalaureate degrees or MSWs for
upper-level positions, and did not engage in professionally oriented
recruitment and retention activities,
According to Stein, the changes in the field presented a
serious yet exciting challenge to the social work profession.
Without question, it was distressing to have persons from other
disciplines define what social workers must do in practice.
However, this seemed an inevitable outcome of the social work
professions’ unwillingness to give accountability in service
delivery.
Social work, as defined by the NASW, has four levels of
practice. They are: (1) Basic Professional Level: Requires a
bachelor’s degree (BSW) from a social work program accredited by
the Council on Social Work Education (CSWE); (2) Specialized
Russell, 1987 National Study of Public Child Welfare Job
Requirements. (Portland, ME: University of Southern Maine, National
Child Welfare Resource Center for Management and Administration, ’ 1987),
15-16.
ISRussell, 35-38.
^^Thedore J. Stein, “Child Welfare: New Directions in the Field and
Their Implications for Education,” Journal of Education for Social Work, 18
(Winter, 1982): 109.
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(Expert) Professional Level: Requires a master’s degree (MSW)
from a social work program accredited by the CSWE; (3)
Independent Professional Level: Requires an accredited MSW and
at least two years of post master’s experience under appropriate
professional supervision; (4) Advanced Professional Level: Requires
proficiency in special theory, practice, administration or policy, or
the ability to conduct advanced research studies in social welfare;
usually demonstrated through a doctoral degree in social work or a
closely related social science discipline.20
Not only is the social work profession wrongly maligned when
untrained workers are designated inaccurately as “social workers,“
but a greater problem is masked — that is, society’s lack of
commitment to provide appropriate care and service to neglected
and abused chlldren.^i
Findings revealed that a majority of the children and their
families were assigned to caseworkers who had bachelor’s degrees
in fields other than social work. Nearly one-half of the currently
assigned caseworkers had bachelor level training in nonsocial
science fields. One in six was either a bachelor of social worker, or
had some graduate training, but had not completed his or her
education. Fewer than one in ten had either an MSW or Doctorate
of Social Work or a graduate degree in other fields. In total, only
one out of four families was assigned to caseworkers with formal
20nASW Standards for the Classification of Social Work Practice,
Policy Statement 4, National Association of Social Workers, Inc., September
1981, 9.
^ipecora. Briar, and Zlotnik, 1.
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training in social work. The study further revealed that less highly
trained workers also had a slightly greater chance of being assigned
to minority families, while only one-fourth of the workers had
either social work training or graduate training in nonsocial science
areas. These findings clearly documented the need for inservlce
training to enhance the skills of non-professional staff who serve
the majority of public social service clients.22
Professionalization
The research literature on professionalization was extensive.
Within the context of the broad discussion about the profession of
social work, there was a limited number of research studies which
focused on the profession of social work as it related to the public
child welfare worker.
The review of research included deprofessionalized studies,
several studies to show historicism of the lack of educational
preparation in public child welfare on service delivery, and the
most recent studies in social work, public child welfare, and the
related social sciences.
Studies were selected for review which offered a conceptual
definition of the Independent and dependent variables selected for
the proposed study. A cross section of studies were selected to
provide a diverse perspective of the problems in public child
welfare, particularly educational preparation of public child welfare
workers in the state of Georgia and nationally. Thus, studies were
22Stein. 102.
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selected to place the problem in a multi-dimensional perspective —
social, economical, ethnic, policy and social work practice.
From its beginning, social work was influenced by dual
structural tensions that bore directly on how the profession viewed
itself and deflned its purpose and function. Early professional
associations and organizations generally evolved around two foci.
One generally reflected the concerns of agencies that were
attempting to improve and expand their services. The other
reflected the interests of individuals and functioned primarily to
provide professional aid or support to them and to advocate for
improved working conditions, usually on the local level,23
Russo indicated that helping, in its various forms, is
becoming less professional. There are at least two reasons for this.
First, colleges and universities, where most of the helpers are
trained, have lowered traditional academic standards in their
competition for students. Second, the skills and competencies that
are needed in human services are only slightly related to education
as we know itM
Russo also noted that it’s easy to criticize the way in which
our society has organized the delivery of help. Bureaucratic
organization has weaknesses, and it is the subject of much ridicule.
No one has come up with a good substitute for bureaucracy as a
means of organizing a group of people, and at the same time.
^^Encyclopedia of social work, 352.
24russo, 173.
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checking on workers to see that they are doing what they are
supposed to do.25
During the 1800s, the Charity Organization Societies (COS)
were particularly effective in furthering the Interests of agencies.
COS facilitated both the professionalization and bureaucratization of
social work by advancing the concept of scientific charity or
philanthropy. Philanthropists combined prudence with dedication
to helping and fueled the reorganization of COS. They worked to
achieve professionalization through the adoption of a systematic,
organized approach to the identification and determination of
needs, to case evaluation, and to effective service delivery. Their
ideas about efficiency and functional specialization were based on
those characteristics of the business world.26
Although the thrust toward professionalization grew out of the
reorganization of COS in the context of scientific charity, the
professionalization movement was aided and accelerated by
caseworkers who asserted that they had the “beginning of a
scientific knowledge base, as well as specialized skill, technique,
and function which differentiated them from the layman or
volunteer." The leadership of caseworkers in the push for
professionalization led their subsequent dominance in the
profession.27
25lbid., 35.




Numerous activities were undertaken by social workers to
increase legitimacy: the establishment of professional
organizations, the development of licensing standards, and the
implementation of vendorship laws are but a few of these efforts.
However, it has been argued that undertaking these activities has,
in effect, distanced the profession from its traditional service
population, particularly the poor and disenfranchised.^^
In the face of current trends toward deprofessionalizing the
staff of public social service bureaucracies, it has become
increasingly critical to determine the effectiveness of professional
social workers, both at the BSW and MSW levels.29
Public child welfare agencies are staffed at the direct-service
level predominantly by women without professional education who
have stressful jobs for comparatively low pay. Studies documenting
these characteristics revealed that more than 60 percent of direct
services staff lacked graduate or undergraduate social work
degrees. Educational background was relevant because it suggested
that many staff had limited employment options if they wished to
continue to work in social services. Lack of options contributed to
the powerlessness of staff in dealing with their agencies and
communities .30
^^Alice A. Lieberman et al., “Analyzing the Educational Backgrounds
and Work Experiences of Child Welfare Personnel: A National Study,” Social
work, 33 (November-December 1988): 485.
29oisen, 94-102.
30Rebecca L. Hegar and Jeanne M, Hunzeker, “Moving Toward
Empowerment-Based Practice in Public Child Welfare,” Social Work
(November-December 1988): 500.
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Many public child welfare staff are further disempowered by
lack of organizational connections outside the agency that could
provide reference groups, information, support for change, and a
source of collective power. Child welfare staff may be Isolated for
several reasons: eligibility requirements of professional associates,
weak unions in the public sector, and the closed and beleaguered
nature of their agencies, which often are under fire from many
sources.^!
The internal structure of public welfare agencies also was
related in several ways to the powerlessness of staff. Public child
welfare agencies share the characteristics of other bureaucracies.
Including rigid lines of authority, top-down decision-making, and
inertia. In many ways, the public child welfare agency is a
disempowering force in the lives of those who must deal with it,
child welfare workers as well as clients. ^2
The discrepancy that resulted from the differences between
the roles that students were prepared to undertake and what was
demanded of them in public welfare agencies doubtless contributed
to high staff turnover, and as already noted, to the continued trend
to deprofessionallze child welfare services. In 1977, the last year
for which national data were available, only “25 percent of the
children receiving services in public agencies were assigned to





Olsen and Holmes did a review of the 1977 National Study of
Social Services for Children and their Families, The study
examined the relationship between the educational background of
caseworkers and their ability to deliver public services to children
and their families. The purpose of the study was to represent an
effort to further examine the question of professional effectiveness
by looking at how child welfare staff with var3dng degrees of
training performed within the public social services sector.
Related questions were how Bachelors of Social Work and Masters
of Social Work staff provided social services to children and their
families, and to test the hypothesis on the relationship of
caseworkers education to service dellvery.34
Many public agency personnel tell social work educators that
clinical education is irrelevant to the everyday practice of child
welfare. This statement is valid, given the public-sector definition
of social work’s role and function. This definition denies the need
some families have for clinical intervention in addition to concrete
and case management services. To serve families ideally, the public
child welfare social worker needs both clinical and nonclinical
skills.35
Lleberman et al., suggested that increased privatization
manifested itself in two ways: first, the amount of social (work)
services offered in the public sector diminished greatly as service
^^Lenore Olsen and Williams H. Holmes, “Educating Child Welfare
Workers: The Effects of Professional Training on Service Delivery,”
Journal of Education for Social Work, 18 (Winter 1982): 94.
^^Sui and Hogan, 426.
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contracts with private agencies became more and more
commonplace. Abramovtiz argued that such restructuring of the
service delivery network negatively affected the ability of traditional
public welfare clients to access services.36 According to Rubin and
Johnson (1984), the expansion of opportunity in the private sector
attracted increasing numbers of graduate social work students,
most of whom cited private practice or psychotherapy as their
primary occupational objective.37
The literature revealed that as a profession we stand to lose
child welfare as a field of social work practice unless we act
quickly. 38 To the extent that social workers in public agencies as
well as their clients are disempowered, so is the profession as a
whole. In the current political and economic climate, more than
ever, social work is in danger of losing its substantial base in public
agencies. Should that be lost, the challenge to the profession and
to its clients may extend beyond empowerment to survival itself.39
Shermsin and Wenocur suggested that the institution of public
welfare reflected “the conflict Inherent in the coexistence of the
individualistic ethic of capitalism and the social ethic of welfare.”
This contradiction is built Into the mission of each public assistance
organization and is the origin of worker disempowerment.'^o
36m. Abramovitz, ‘The Privatization of the Welfare State: A Review,”
Social Work, 31 (1986): 257-264.
37Lieberman et al., 487.
38Stein, 103-111.
39wendy Sherman and Stanley Wenocur, “Empowering Public




A descriptive study conducted by Chopper et al., investigated
whether Kentucky State employees with social work education
were better prepared for social work positions than were their
colleagues without such education. The findings were that, overall,
state employees with nonsocial work degrees ranked lower than
those with social work degrees. It concluded that the major
hypothesis was supported, as was the minor hjrpotheses about the
higher performance of employees with social work degrees on
quality assurance and State merit examination criteria.^ i
Although the findings taken as a whole argued for the
superiority of employees with social work degrees, there were
some limitations to the study. First, the data came entirely from
employees of Kentucky’s Department of Social Services. Thus,
these findings were not easily generalizable to other public or
private agencies."^2
Proportionately, very few Bachelor of Social Workers (BSW)
and Master of Social Workers (MSW) were employed by the
Department of Social Services at the time of Dhopper’s study.
There were even fewer case reviews of MSW employees. The actual
number of BSW and MSW employees were not available; however,
the new employee self-rating data suggested that about 36 percent






Recognizing that the need for social workers would Increase
as society became more complex, in the early 1970s NASW adopted
a six-level classification structure for the profession. This effort
was undertaken in response to the growing need to staff the
programs that were Initiated in the 1960s, such as the Great
Society and the 1962 amendments to the Social Security Act (P.L.
87-543). These new programs expanded the role of the social
worker, creating a need for different levels and ranges of expertise.
It became clear that social services would benefit from a more
rational pattern of organization and that social workers should be
used more differentially. This structiiral change was necessitated
by the increasing expansion and complexity of services, by
improvements in methodology and techniques, and by the demand
for accountability.^
Although not generally discussed by the social work
profession, reclassification attempts in many states posed a serious
dilemma for social work. Kahn, in a report for the Michigan
Chapter of the National Association of Social Workers (NASW),
defined reclassification as “a term that has been coined to describe
the reduction of educational standards for public service jobs.’’‘*5
Although reclassification appeared to the a new issue, the
underutilization of professional social workers and the refusal of
^‘^Encyclopedia of social work, 359.
^^Jacob H. Karger, Reclassification: Is there a Future in Public
Welfare for the Trained Social Workers”? Social Work, 28 (December 1983):
427.
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public agencies to recognize the MSW exclusively are not new
problems. Patti and Maynard found 70 percent of the positions in
social services and 76 percent of the positions in mental health
required a master’s degree, but in only 33 percent of those Job
specifications could the requirement be satisfied exclusively by an
MSW degree.'*^
The information contained in the report of the Government
Accounting Office left little to the imagination about the view of
professional social workers that was held by administrators of
public agencies. There will always be persons who are nominally
identified as child welfare workers. Whether persons who occupy
these positions will be professional social workers remains to be
seen.^7
Karger suggested that if the National Association of Social
Workers and the profession of social work are to succeed and to
stop the pernicious erosion of public welfare services and the
reduction of professional qualifications in the public sector, they
must do so as part of a larger movement. In 1983, the only
organized movement that promised the strength to counter and
prevent the reclassification trend in public welfare was the union
movement. Only by the transformation of professional Issues Into
collective bargaining items [would] the profession stand a chance of




decision that the profession faces, but nevertheless, it is a decision
that must be made.^*
Goldstein suggested that another phenomenon that may well
contribute to the need for increased continuing education efforts is
the declassification of social service personnel taking place in
public welfare systems in many states. State systems that have
undergone declassification will have to increase their inservice
training programs because of the lack of personnel who have
expertise on entering the system. Moreover, additional training
will have to be done within the system to upgrade the skills of
those already employed
Public child welfare positions have been declassified over the
years, A study by the National Child Welfare Resource Center at the
University of Southern Maine found that 44 percent of the states
did not require a college degree for Child Protective Services work.
Thirty-seven percent required a bachelor’s degree, but did not
specify a field of study, and only 19 percent required a bachelor’s
degree in a behavioral science. The study conducted by the
National Child Welfare Resource Center revealed more extensive
declassification and reclassification than a similar study conducted
in 1975.50
^^Karger, 432.
Howard Golstein, ‘The Knowledge Base of Social Work Practice:
Theory, Wisdom, Analogue, or Art?” Families in Society: The Journal of
Contemporary Human Services, 71 (January 1990): 32-44.
50Jennifer Miller and Martha M. Dore, “Innovations in Child
Protective Services Inservice Training: Commitment to Excellence,” Child
Welfare, 70 (July-August 1991): 437.
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Given that entry-level Child Protective Services staff members
currently are less knowledgeable about human behavior and the
provision of social services than in the past, it is even more critical
that comprehensive staff training be an integral part of every public
child welfare program.^i
According to Filip, Coordinator of Training for the American
Association for Protecting Children, Child Protective Services is a
specialized service different from other child welfare services.
Professional knowledge gained through Bachelor of Social Work
(BSW) or Masters of Social Work (MSW) educational programs, as
well as specialized inservlce and ongoing training, are
recommended to provide this servlce.52
He noted the community is more aware than ever of child
abuse and neglect, and consequently, reports are increasing. With
increased focus on sexual abuse, the community is demanding more
professionalism on the part of those who Intervene in family life. It
is imperative that when the system intervenes it does no harm.53
Filip also noted that while there is a place in CPS for
personnel of varying educational backgrounds, the skills and
knowledge gained at schools of social work are most useful when
workers make initial assessment decisions at Intake. These
specialized skills also are critical at the time of Initial intervention
and assessment. Decisions regarding the safety of the child in the





should be made by social work professionals. Untrained CPS
workers often give little thought to the dynamics of separation,
attachment issues, or the permanent placement plan for the child.
Ongoing work with the family in case management and treatment
also mandates skilled professionals who are confident and credible
in their role to coordinate protective servlces.^^
Child protection workers must have demonstrated
competencies. Above all, social workers in the CPS field must
possess professional social work knowledge about children and
families. Workers must exhibit that knowledge through
professional attitudes and qualities, demonstrating professionalism
through practice skills, CPS workers also must demonstrate an
ability to manage their work and promote effective community
relationships.
Professional social work knowledge, with specific knowledge
about children and families, is essential. The National Association
of Social Workers, in the book Standards for Social Work Practice
in Child Protection, recommends the following standards of
competence for social workers in CPS.
Social workers shall display basic knowledge of the social
work profession and an understanding of social Institutions,
organizations, and resources serving children and families, such as:
• Human growth and behavior.
54lbid, 61.
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• Theory, principals and methods of social work, casework,
group work, community organization, administration,
supervision, planning, and research,
• Cultural, political, and legal structures, process and
practices,
• Economic factors impacting individuals and communities,
• Purpose and structure of social and child welfare service
agencies, and
• The interrelationships between the individual and the
family, the group, the neighborhood, the community, and
social systems.
Social workers in CPS shall possess specialized knowledge
and understanding about children and families and about the
dynamics of child abuse and neglect. This knowledge should
Include:
• Theories of personality development,
• Congenial and environmental determinants of personality
such as: methods of child rearing, basic health care,
cultural differences, and normal and abnormal child
development,
• Concepts of family culture, and
• D3mamics of families who abuse, and indicators of
interrelationships between physical, sexual and emotional
abuse and neglect.
Social workers in CPS also must demonstrate professional
qualities and attitudes. They should meet the expectations of
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conduct established by the National Association of Social Workers
Code of Ethics. Throughout all of their tasks and activities, CPS
professionals must demonstrate acceptance of specific professional
values including:
• Belief in the capacity of people to change,
• Recognition of the dignity of the child as an individual, and
• Commitment to the child’s family as the preferred unit of
child rearing and nurturing.
In addition, social workers should uphold the authority to
protect children as that authority is granted in state law.
CPS workers must demonstrate professional practice skills
fundamental to the profession of social work. These skills include:
• Being able to listen, observe, communicate, understand,
confront, engage in mutual problem solving, and resolve
conflicts,
• Enhancing the professional use of the client-social worker
relationship by the appropriate use of authority and by
applying one’s own personality, strengths, and talents to
the social work process,
• Being able to deal appropriately with apathy, hostility,
resistance and anger displayed by parents and children,
• Working directly with parents, families, and children on a
crisis intervention and ongoing service basis, and
• Making decisions and solving problems that affect the lives
of children and parents while balancing their respective
rights, opinions, and feelings.
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Because CPS is a multi-faceted service delivery process, social
workers must have the qualifications necessary to manage the work
and promote effective community relationships. Social workers
must:
• Select appropriate resources,
• Know when and how to use supervision, consultation, and
collaboration,
• Develop working relations with various community groups,
agencies, and professions, and
• Efficiently and promptly complete the tasks required by
the job.55
In fact, researchers found in a recent survey of more than
5,000 child welfare personnel in a stratified sample of 16 states
that only 28 percent of the child welfare staff had a Bachelor of
Social Work (BSW) 15 percent or a Master of Social Work (MSW)
degree (13 percent).56 These statistics were similar to those foimd
almost 10 years earlier by Shyne and Schroeder (1978) in a
national sample of child welfare cases. The two studies, however,
used slightly different methodologies. The Shyne and Schroeder
study involved a larger sample and an analysis of the educational
backgrounds of personnel by case, rather than by social worker.
Although the studies are not directly comparable, a National Child
Welfare Resource Center found a 4 percent increase in the number
55lbid., 61-62.
56Lieberman et al., 487.
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of social workers with MSWs involved in child welfare.^^ Because
the National Center’s data were based on self-reports and because
46 percent of the respondents had worked in their current agency
for more than five years, the sample may contain a disproportionate
number of staff who were at the agency longer and therefore were
more likely to have received their MSWs. Nevertheless, both
studies indicated that little progress had been made in the past
decades in professionalizing child welfare services.^*
Cheung et al., noted that increasingly and appropriately,
communities are searching for means by which to evaluate the
competency of caseworkers who Intervene in such families.
Throughout the coimtry, courts and legislatures are moving toward
requiring accountability of child protective services in concrete,
measurable terms. The credibility of these social v^rkers depends
upon their ability to cite completion of specializing training in child
sexual abuse and adequate performance on standardized measures
of competency in making skillful case plans for troubled families .59
In addition, the growth of family preservation and intensive
family support and treatment programs require professionals with
£in MSW or some mental health educational background to provide
the therapeutic services. Growing child welfare caseloads require
that persons with at least BSWs be hired to provide direct services
57lbid., 487.
5SPecora, Briar, and Zlotnik, 2.
59Kam-Fong Monit, Kay M. Stevenson and Patrick Leung,
“Competency-Based Evaluation of Case-Management Skills in Child Sexual
Abuse Intervention.” Child Welfare, Volume LXX, Number 4 (July-Aug.
1991) 425-426.
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to families and that persons with MSWs serve as supervisors,
consultants, trainers, therapists, and expert witnesses.^o
The deterioration of the social program infrastructure has
been exacerbated by the stresses families are facing and the
resultant increases in family breakdown, substance abuse, school
dropout, and teenage pregnancy. The media often draws attention
to this deterioration when a human tragedy occurs, such as when a
child dies because of neglect or abuse. Sometimes the child’s
family is involved in the child welfare service system. In other
cases, the family is one of those that was not supported by the
nation’s “safety net,” a patchwork of services badly in need of
repair.61
These cases pose a dilemma for the social work profession.
Often the headlines read, “Social Worker Charged with Negligence”
or “When Social Workers Fall.” In many cases, the persons charged
were not bona fide social workers, but rather were individuals
without a social work education who were providing social
services.62
Costln and Rapp noted that child welfare has long been
viewed as a decision-making enterprise. Child welfare workers are
called on to make life-determining decisions. For example, should
this child be removed from his or her home? Should this foster
child be turned to a once neglectful home? Should the parents
have the rights to the child terminated? Should the state intrude




into this family’s life? If so, how? Within these weighty decisions
are a m3nrlad of more discrete Judgments which have to be made.
What services or mix of services should be provided? When should
the juvenile court be involved? Is the locus of the problem with the
parents, the child, or the community? How should the foster
family relate to the nature parents?
Confronted with such decisions, child welfare workers use
state statues and agency policy, supervision, and colleagues as
sources of guidance and support. But most of all, they use their
knowledge and experience and the biases which they develop
during their interaction with clients. This may lead to highly
idiosyncratic case decisions which vary according to worker, time,
office, and case £ind continue to be of great concern in the field.
The research suggests that many decision points are ignored,
which helps to keep children drifting in foster care without a
permanent home.
The dilemma can be attributed in part to a lack of adequate
training, lack of specific statues and policies, and a lack of
professionally developed decision-making technologies. The
majority of child welfare workers have not received special training
in decision making. The statutes and agency policies designed to
guide decision making are quite vague, using such criteria s the
“best Interests of the child." Social work, as the predominant
profession in child welfare, has failed to develop reliable tools to
assist the child welfare worker in formulating these decisions. For
example, assessment devices have emphasized the collection of a
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wide variety of information about the child and the family but have
not produced methods for linking such information to the specific
decisions.
A major reason why child welfare staff resign is their
workload. The unwillingness of the state and federal governments
to invest in child welfare services results in a shortage of staff and
high caseloads. Personnel standards may play a role as well. A
vicious cycle is created when poor working conditions cause staff
members to leave. This turnover increases the caseloads for other
staff, requiring a longer period to recruit qualified staff because of
heavy caseloads.®^
According to Jayeiratne and Chess, the 1970s “discovery” of
burnout in human service workers led to a more explicit
examination of stress in child welfare social workers. Admittedly,
child welfare social work makes a number of egregious demands on
the emotional life of its practitioners. Handling Intractable
situations with limited resources, in contact with demanding, often
unwilling, clients, and having responsibility for significant aspects
of children’s lives can erode the idealism, conviction, and
enthusiasm of many workers. Protective services workers in
particular experience stress related to role ambiguity and role
conflict. Despite these factors — and even with such adverse
conditions as comparatively low pay, high caseloads, and turbulent
63Russell. 1987.
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organizational environments — child welfare workers reported a
hlgji level of overall Job satisfaction.®^
Given these conditions. It Is not surprising that recruitment
and retention of staff have been major problems In the field. The
staff turnover rate In the public child welfare system has been
estimated at 30 percent, although there are Indications that It Is
significantly higher In big cities. In states without degree
requirements, and In places that do not engage In professionally
oriented recruitment and retention activities. At the same time,
the number of graduates of social work programs who are entering
the field of public child welfare. Is decreasing.®®
Cohen noted that during the past twenty years. Quality of
Working Life (QWL) programs have Increased In many sectors of
employment and have taken a variety of forms. While some of the
popular variations have the quality of “fads,” such as “quality
circles” and “participative management,” QWL programs should be
viewed as “a continuing process, not something that can be turned
on today and turned off tomorrow.”®®
Changing the ways In which child v^lfare workers are treated
In the workplace, how the work Is designed and managed, and the
role that workers have In decisions that affect their ability to
perform may be as Important as the problems related to Inadequate
funding, outside Intervention, and mounting social problems In the
®^S. Jayaratne, and W.A. Chess, “Job Satisfaction, Burnout and




inner cities. The significance of the QWL perspective for child
welfare is that it provides a way of designing and experimenting
with alternative organizational strategies that could fundamentally
change the situation of the line worker.
Costin and Rapp noted that the predominant tool for helping
children and families is the child welfare worker. His or her skills
and knowledge often determine the quality of care a child receives.
While the education and training of child welfare personnel have
always been of great importance, they are probably even more so
today. One major reason is that the field is undergoing such rapid
change. The previous focus on placement services has been
replaced by the priorities of preventing family breakups and
planning permanent homes for child. Youth once assigned to court
and correctional systems are becoming the responsibility of the
child welfare system. New practice methods which have been
verified through research have Increased considerably. All these
factors and many more underscore the need for education and
training of child welfare personnel.
Theoretical Framework
From the review of the general and research literature, the
theoretical rationale for the problem was developed. Three
theoretical concepts formed the framework for the study:
67lbid., 132.
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(1) Systems Theory, (2) Role Theory, and (3) Organizational
Development.
The theories that serve social workers best as an adequate
foundation for the understanding of human growth and human
struggle are those theories that see human beings and their
organizations as emergent or developing over time, and that hold
an optimistic view of human potential for growth and change.
Their basic concepts should focus on the strengths of people rather
than their weaknesses and on the needs and desires of people to
cope with the tasks of life and growth from dependence to
independence to interdependence. The theories, while
recognizing the need of human systems for stability and
consistency, should give primary weight to the internal push in
both individuals and the organizations they create toward growth
and change.68 The findings of this study will be viewed in the
theoretical context of systems, roles, and organizational
development.
Systems Theory
A system is usually thought of as a whole consisting of
Interdependent and interacting parts, or “a set of units with
relationships among them.” Buckley noted that a system may also
be described as a “complex of elements or components directly or
indirectly related in a casual network, such that each component is
68Beulah R. Compton and Burt Galaway, Social Work Processes
(Illinois: The Dorsey Press, 1979), 70-71.
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related to some others in a more or less stable way within any
particular period of tlme.”^^
The systems approach allows one to replace the older analytic
orientation, in which the individual was observed on the one hand
and the individuals’ environment on the other, with a more holistic
orientation to the problem of complex organization in which the
individual and the social and physical environment are seen as an
interacting whole. Persons working with systems theory have gone
beyond using it as a conceptual framework and have developed
various concepts and principles about the way systems operate.^o
Open Systems
Perhaps the central concept in the theory of social systems is
the view of the system as open, which means that an essential
factor of a system’s continuity and change is its engagement in
interchanges with the environment.^^
Closed System
These systems do not interact with other systems; they
neither accept input from them nor produce output to them. Such
systems have a quality called entropy, which means that over a
period of time they tend toward less differentiation of their







Another concept that helps us understand and use systems
theory is that of role. The structure of a social system may be
described as a network of roles. The term role refers to the
socially expected behavior prescribed for a person occupying a
particular social status or position in a social system. Pearlman, in
1961, writes, as follows, regarding the use of role in social work
practice:
We know it to be true of ourselves that when we find
ourselves in a social situation in which behavioral
expectations (roles) are not clear, we fumble in trial and
error adaption. When we are clear vdiat the requirements
are but find they run counter to our drives and needs, we
feel conflicted. When our interpretation of requirements
is different from the interpretation made by the person
with whom we Interact, both conflict and confusion may
result. When requirements themselves are ill-defined or
inadequately defined, we may feel and act in diffuse and
inept ways.'^3
Organizational Development
Organizational Development (OD) is an organization-wide,
planned effort managed from the top, with a goal of Increasing
organizational performance through planned Interventions in the
organization. In particular, OD looks at the human side of
organizations. It seeks to change attitudes, values, and
management practices in an effort to improve organizational
performance. The ultimate goal of OD is to structure the
73ibid., 89.
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organizational environment so that managers and employees can
use their skills and abilities to the fullest.’^'*
An OD effort starts with the recognition by management that
organizational performance can and should be Improved. Following
this, most OD efforts include the following phases: (1) diagnosis,
(2) change planning, (3) intervention/education, and
(4) evaluation.75
Diagnosis involves gathering and analyzing information about
the organization to determine the areas in need of improvement.
Information is usually gathered from employees through the use of
questionnaires or attitude surveys. Change planning involves
developing a plan for organization improvement based on the
obtained data. This planning identifies specific problem areas in
the organization and outlines steps that are to be taken to resolve
the problems. Intervention/education involves the sharing of
diagnostic information with the people who are affected by it and
helping them to realize the need for change. The
Intervention/education phase often involves the use of outside
consultants working with individuals or employee groups. It can
also involve the use of management development programs. The
evaluation phase, in effect, repeats the diagnostic phase. In other
words, after diagnosis, strategy planning and education, data are
gathered to determine the effects of the OD effort on the total
74Rue and Byers, 508.
75lbid., 509.
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organization. TTils Information can then lead to more planning and
educatlon.76
The public child welfare agency, the site for this study, may
be viewed as more than simply a group of people occupying the
same physical/psychological space. The agency Is a system that has
developed rules, roles, and ways to communicate, negotiate and
problem solve so that Its members can function in the
environmental context they share; an environmental context that




The study was comparative In nature and utilized survey
research techniques. It was conducted during September 1992 to
May 1993. The methods of the study are detailed below.
Site
The site of this study was in one of the largest countries in
Georgia, which is located in the southeastern United States. The
site was chosen because of the accessibility to the Department of
Family and Children Services, from which the study population was
identified.
Population
The population was defined as public child welfare workers
who were employed full time with the Department of Family and
Children Services in 1993. Supervisors were excluded for the
purpose of the study. The population consisted of 59 public child
welfare workers whose job titles were listed as Social Services
Specialist I and Social Services Specialist II.
Sampling
The sample consisted of the total population of 59 public
child welfare workers. Fifty-three of the 59 questionnaires (90%)
70
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were returned and included in the data analysis. Decisions
regarding the size of the sample were made in view of cost and
time accessibility for the data collection techniques used. The first
consideration was for a sample size which was large enough to allow
flexibility in data analysis and to develop a research design that
could be replicated statewide.
Data Collection
The primary sources of data were a questionnaire, created by
the author, and a scale developed by Pfeiffer and Goodstein. The
Quality of Worklife Scale elicited information about the workers’
objective rating of the conditions of their work setting and their
personal reactions to those conditions.
The Public Child Welfare Questionnaire was developed and
piloted through several procedures: (1) questionnaire items went
through several drafts to obtain clarity of meaning, simple language,
and format, (2) questionnaire drafts were submitted to the
dissertation committee for critique, (3) the preliminary draft of the
questionnaire was pretested with a similar sample of child welfare
workers outside of the population under study, and (4) the final
questionnaire was prepared for data collection. The final
questionnaire was distributed to all 59 child welfare workers in the
sample. The questionnaire was picked up by the author on the
same day of distribution. Fifty-three of 59 questionnaires were
returned. The remaining six workers in the sample were away
from the agency for a period of professional training. Therefore, a
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follow-up letter was not used. Employees were asked about the
perception of their individual jobs (feelings) and of their work
groups (conditions). The Public Child Welfare Questionnaire asked
where they obtained or needed training to enhance their
knowledge skills and abilities to perform the duties of a Social
Services Specialist.
Instrumentation
Data collection utilized two instruments: a scale and a
questionnaire.
Quality of Worklife - Conditions/Feelings (QWL-C/F)
This instrument was designed by Pfeiffer and Goodstein in
1984. The QWL-C/F provided a measure of job design conditions
(QWL-C) and of job incumbents' feelings about that design (QWL-F).
The 25 items on the QWL-C formed five dimensions that covered
three basic human work needs. The first human work need was
measured by two QWL-C dimensions — Autonomy and Work Speed,
and Routine was defined as Poweijulness. The second human work
need was measured by the dimensions Personal Growth
Opportunity and Work Complexity which was defined as
Meaningfulness (Completion). The third human work need was
measured by just one dimension on the QWL-C, Task-Related
Interaction and was defined as Task-Related Interpersonal
Interaction.
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The QWL-F was a current version of a measure of feelings of
alienation from work that was developed by Kirsch and Lengermann
(1971) on the basis of numerous earlier research studies. The
Instrument included ten items. The QWL-F had very high reliability
and inter-item correlations. A strong negative relationship existed
between each of the five QWL-C dimensions and the QWL-F score.
The lower the QWL-C scores the higher the QWL-F score, indicating
that when any of the basic human work needs were inadequately
satisfied, workers were likely to have strong feelings of alienation
from their work.
Public Child Welfare Questionnaire
This instrument was designed by the author to provide
Information concerning demographics, work history, practice
setting, nature of training, and educational preparation for public
child welfare work. The questionnaire included 32 items. Part I
was taken from the State of Georgia Merit System job classification
for Social Services Specialist. The Job description for Social
Services Specialist had great similarities to the National Association
of Social Worker's standards for the classification of social work
practice (Policy Statement 4). For example, the National
Association of Social Workers (NASW) requires that workers have
knowledge of community resources and service, and the Georgia
State Merit System job description reads that an applicant should
have good knowledge in community resources.
NASW also requires a worker to have skill in eliciting
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information and in assessing relevant facts to prepare a social
history, assessment, and reports. The State Merit also requires
applicants to have working skills in interviewing and obtaining
information. (See Appendix C).
Procedures
There were three periods encompassing the study — pre¬
research period, research period, and post-research period.
Procedures for each of these periods are detailed below.
The pre-research period was a time for planning, making
contacts, and building support for the study. The author prepared a
planning guide outlining all the steps for conducting the study. The
sample was chosen and formal contacts were made with the person
granting permission to conduct the study. A time was agreed upon
for data collection. The instrument was prepared, field tested, and
revised.
The research period was the data collection stage. The
author arrived at the agency at the designated date and time for
data collection. A letter was attached to the Instrument explaining
it, and the instrument was distributed to the study sample. An
envelope was left in a designated location for returned Instruments.
The completed instruments were coded by numbers.
The post-research period was the data reading and
compilation period. All data were compiled for analysis and the
active phase of the study was terminated.
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Treatment of Data
Statistical treatment of data included those appropriate
techniques for descriptive statistics, measures of central tendency,
measures of association, and frequency analysis. The significance
level for h3q)othesis testing was the .05 level of probability.
A computer software package. Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS-PC), for statistical treatment of data was
used for data analysis and included the following:
Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics enabled the researcher to
describe the sample. After the sample was described,
generalizations were made about the population from which
the sample was drawn. Descriptive Statistics were used to
organize and analyze the data collected on the Public Child
Welfare Questionnaire.
Chi-Square Test and t-Test of Significance
Chi-Square was used to assess whether a relationship
was statistically significant. The t-Test was used to




One of the study objectives was to describe the profile of the
public child welfare workers and their self-perspective of the
quality of work life in the public child welfare agency where they
were full time employees.
Descriptive statistics were employed to display the following
demographics of the workers in Table 3: gender, marital status,
race/ethnic group, age, level of education, past and current
specialized work areas, and average case load.
TABLE 3
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS
Descriptive Variable
Number
























Over 60 3 5.7
Educational Level
Technical 1 ' 1.9
Associate Degree 2 3.8
Bachelor’s Degree 32 60.4
Master’s Degree 18 34.0







Foster Care 18 34.0
Adoption/Resource Dev. 5 9.4
Other 1 1.9
Figure 1. Demographic Profile of Respondents





Figure 3. Marital Status of Respondents
Figure 4. Age of Respondents
55 and over
















Profile of the Respondents
The data in Table 3 showed that more than three-fourths of
the respondents (85%) were female; the majority of the sample
(49%) were married, followed by single (40%), and other status
(11%). Sixty two percent of the respondents were black and 38
percent were white; the majority of the workers (49%) were age
36 through 45, with one-fourth younger and one-fourth older; and
more than half (60%) held a bachelor's degree and only 34 percent
held a master's degree. Others listed technical and associate
degrees. The majority either worked in Child Protective Services
(CPS) Intake (34%) or Foster Care (34%), and less than one-fourth
(21%) worked in CPS ongoing; 9% worked in Adoption and
Resource Development and the remainder 2% performed other
duties. The majority of the sample had at least 46 cases.
The typical public child welfare worker was female, married,
black, between age 36 and 45, held a bachelor’s degree, worked in
either CPS Intake or Foster Care, and had an average caseload of 46
cases.
Testing of Hypotheses
This study tested six hypotheses. The description of each
h3T)othesls, supporting or non-supporting evidence as well as
conclusions regarding whether or not the h3rpothesls was
supported are included In this section. The research priorities for
the study were to ascertain facts and establish relationships
between the variables stated in the following research questions
and hypotheses.
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The first research question asked:
What is the proportion of public child welfare workers
who are social workers as compared with other occupational
classifications?
Hi: There is a disproportionate number of nonsocial
workers as compared to social workers employed in
public child welfare.
To test for the difference between the number of nonsocial
workers as compared to social workers employed in public child
welfare, the chi-square test of Independence and the t-test of
significance were used. The significance level for hypothesis
testing was the .05 level of probability.
TABLE 4
OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIHCATION BY SOCIALWORK




Social Work Majors 16 30.2
Non-Social Work Majors 37 69.8
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Table 4 revealed that 70 percent of the respondents were
nonsocial workers, and only 30 percent were social workers. The
author concluded from the analysis that there is a significant
difference in the number of nonsocial workers as compared to
social workers employed in public child welfare. Therefore,
confirming the hypothesis, the typical public child welfare worker
did not have a social work degree. Therefore, the t3q)ical worker
was not a social worker.
The second research question asked:
What is the difference between social workers and
nonsocial workers and their perception of how their
professionalism is being utilized?
The second h3q)othesis stated that:
H2: The higher the education, the lower the perception of
being professionally utilized in a Public Child Welfare
Agency.
To test for professionalism differences between the two
comparison groups, the chi-square test of independence was used.




CHI-SQUARE TEST OF INDEPENDENCE






Associate Degree 1.9 1.9
Bachelor’s Degree 20.8 35.8
Master’s Degree 17.0 17.0
X2 = 3.004, df = 3. p < .8082
Table 5 contains the distribution of education level by amount
of education/degree program used. The data do not support
hypothesis two. The chi-square test (X^ (3) = 3.004, p = .8082) did
not show a significant relationship between education level and
amount of education/degree program used to do the job as a Social
Services Specialist. Although there was a difference, it was not
significant enough to support the hypothesis. Public child welfare
workers with bachelors and master’s degrees indicated that they
used most of their education from their degree programs. The
typical public child welfare worker indicated that although they
held a degree much of the knowledge, skills and abilities needed
for the job as a Social Services Specialist came from on-the-job
training.
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The third research question asked:
How wUl public child welfare workers rate their basic
human work needs on the quality of workltfe scale?
The third hypothesis stated:
H3: Public child welfare workers will rate Meaningfulness of
the work as the highest basic human work need when
compared with Powerfulness and Task Related
Interpersonal Interaction.
TABLE 6





















Task Related Interaction 14.358 14.358
To test for differences among the three basic human work
needs, independent t-tests were used. Table 6 indicates the five
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dimensions of the basic human work needs, the mean for
dimension and the mean for the human work needs. The data
supported hypothesis 3, confirming that Meaningfulness was rated
higher than Powerfulness; that is. Meaningfulness, which means
completion, was rated as a higher basic work need than
Powerfulness, which means autonomy. The t-tests show that this
relationship was significant. However, Task Related Interpersonal
Interaction rated higher than Meaningfulness. The typical public
child welfare worker rated Task Related Interpersonal Interaction
and Meaningfulness as the highest basic human work needs as
compared to Powerfulness.
TABLE 7
T-TEST ANALYSIS OF SELECTED ITEMS MEASURING BASIC
HUMAN WORK NEEDS OF SOCIAL WORKERS
AND NON-SOCIAL WORKERS




























Table 7 indicates the t-test analysis of selected items
measuring basic humEin work needs of social workers and non¬
social workers. Although, the table indicates that there is a
difference, it is not statistically significant.
The fourth research question asked;
What is the difference between social workers’ and
nonsocial workers' perception of the level of their
educational preparation for the complexity of the job?
H4: A disproportionate number of nonsocial workers vs
social workers employed in public child welfare
perceive that they seldom use their education/degrees
in their current Job as a Social Services Specialist.
TABLE 8
SOCIALWORKAND NON-SOCIALWORK BY USE OF
EDUCATION/DEGREE PROGRAM IN CURRENT JOB
(N = 53)
Use of education in current job
Level of Eklucatlon Most Some None X? DF
Social Work Major 18.9 11.3 0.0
Non-Social Work Major 20.8 45.3 3.8
Obtained Chi-Square 5.369 2
X2 = 5.369, df = 2, p < .068
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Table 8 contains the distribution of field of study by amount of
education/degree program used. Chi-square was used to test for
difference between field of study and amount of education/degree
program used. The chi-square test (X^ (2) = 5.369, p = .0682) was
significant, and therefore, the hypothesis was confirmed. The
typical public child welfare worker who was not a social worker
perceived that they seldom used their education/degree program
in their current Job as a Social Services Specialist.
The fifth research question asked:
What is the difference between social workers' and
nonsocial workers' feelings about their quality of worklife?
The fifth hypothesis stated:
H5: There will be a significant difference between social
workers’ and nonsocial workers’ feelings about their
quality of worklife.
TABLE 9
SOCIALWORKAND NON-SOCIALWORK BY QUALITY
OF WORK LIFE RATINGS
Quality ofWorklife Ratings
Field of Study Low Moderate High
Social Work Major 5.7 13.2 11.3
Non-Social Work Major 5.7 37.7 26.4
X2 = 1.35, df = 2, p < .5
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To test for difference between the two groups, the chi-square
test of Independence was used. Table 9 contains the distributions
of field of study by quality of worklife feelings. The chi-square test
(X^ (2) = 1.350, p = .5090) was not significant. Therefore, this
study observed no significant difference between social workers'
and nonsocial workers' feelings about their quality of worklife.
Therefore, this h3q)othesis is rejected and it is concluded that
feelings is not a potential predictor of quality of worklife in the
public child welfare agency where the workers were full time
employees. In a larger sample, this variable may prove significant.
The typical public child welfare worker did not have strong or
significant feelings about their quality of-worklife.
The sixth research question asked:
From which source will public child welfare workers rate
the mc^ority of their knowledge, skills and abilities as being
obtained to do theirJob as a Social Services Specialist?
The sixth hypothesis stated:
He: The perceived need for training and education will be
positively associated with the source of prior training
and education.
Table 10 Indicates where workers obtained prior knowledge,
skills, and abilities and areas where current training Is needed to
adequately perform the duties of a Social Services Specialist.
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As revealed in Table 10, where college education was rated as
the highest prior training received, the percentage of current
training needed was generally low. Where the inservice percentage
was low, on-the-job training was generally high. Findings revealed
that if workers did not obtain the knovdedge, skills and ability in
college, they generally acquired them through on-the-job training.
TABLE 10
PUBUC CHILD WELFARE WORKERS’ PERCEPTION OF THEIR
KNOWLEDGE. SKILLS. AND ABILTHES RECEIVED AND
NEEDED TO PERFORM THE DUTIES OF A
SOCIAL SERVICES SPECIAUST
Percentage
Prior Training Received Current Need
Variable College Inservice OJT for Training
Physical and psychological 83.4 62.3 77.4 45.3
needs of people.
GOOD KNOWLEDGE IN. . .
Cultural Factors/Belief
System
43.4 35.8 60.4 66.0
Family Dynamics 77.4 60.4 58.5 54.7
Child Development/Child
Care
75.5 54.7 60.4 50.9
Community Resources 17.0 35.8 90.6 69.8
Interviewing Techniques 58.5 64.2 73.6 34.0
Counseling principles
and Techniques











WORKING SKILLS IN. . .
Communication Skills 64.2 49.1 6.42 22.6
Writing Skills 84.9 22.6 47.2 32.1
Interviewing/Obtaining
Information
54.7 52.8 73.6 37.7
Listening 52.8 52.8 69.8 28.3
Assessment of Family
Situation
41.5 64.2 83.0 52.8
Making Referrals 26.4 39.6 81.1 43.4
Supportive Coxmsellng 24.5 41.5 71.7 64.2
Developing Service Plans 30.2 47.2 83.0 54.7
Monitoring Clients’
Progress
28.3 39.6 77.4 47.2
Reading and Compre¬
hending Materials




30.2 39.6 81.1 58.5
Investigate allegations of
abuse and neglect.
17.0 64.2 75.5 67.9
Provide skill placement 15.1 34.0 62.3 66.0
Crisis Intervention 17.0 50.9 83.0 67.9
Developing relationships 35.8 39.6 77.4 50.9
Participating in Judicial
and legal process
22.6 37.7 79.2 66.0
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As revealed in Table 10, where college education was rated as
the highest prior training received, the percentage of workers who
had a current need for training was generally low. And where the
inservice percentage was low, on-the-job training was generally
high. The findings indicate that if workers did not obtain the
knowledge, skills and ability in college, they generally learned it
through on-the-job training.
Also indicated in Table 10 workers noted that their
knowledge and skills in physical and psychological needs of people
(85%), family dynamics (77%), child development (76%),
counseling principles and techniques (66%), interviewing
techniques (59%), communication skills (64%), and writing skills
(85%) were predominantly obtained from their college education.
Inservlce training was not noted in any area as being where
workers felt the highest of their prior training was obtained.
Although in some areas inservice rated high, it was not rated higher
than college education and on-the-job training in a particular area.
As indicated in Table 10, workers noted that the majority of
their knowledge, skills, and abilities were obtained from on-the-job
training.
More than half of the workers indicated in Table 10 that
current training is needed in cultural factors (66%), community
resources (70%), supportive counseling (64%), investigating
allegations of abuse and neglect (68%), providing skill placement
(66%), crises intervention (68%), and judicial and legal processes
(66%).
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The fact that the majority of knowledge, skills, and abilities
have been obtained through on-the-job training, indicates that
workers are learning by trial and error. This documents a need for
more education and inservice training to assist workers in effective
service delivery. This finding also Indicates that the majority of
workers — although as indicated in Table 3 over half of the workers
hold at least a bachelor's degree — do not hold a degree in the area
of social work.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS. DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to address the research questions about the training
received and the training needed to adequately perform the Job of a
Social Service Specialist and the Quality of Worklife in a public
child welfare agency, the study used the profile of public child
welfare workers. All public child welfare workers in the
Department of Family and Children Services in 1993 were selected
to participate in the study. From this group, 53 of 59 workers
responded and returned the questionnaire.
The scope of the problem can best be understood when
viewed in its historical context. The study has significance for both
social work and public child welfare.
The research priorities for the study were set forth in six
research questions, and the research conditions were tested in six
h3rpotheses.
The rationale for the study was to generate research findings
which may enable state agencies to recognize the importance of
professional social workers in public child welfare and to know
workers perception of the quality of worklife in a public child
welfare agency.
When the findings from the study were obtained, a common
reaction was that most of these findings were anticipated and that
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previous studies had made similar findings with little impact on the
public child welfare agencies. Several Issues were met with
interest. The first was that most public child welfare workers were
nonsocial workers. Although 60 percent of the respondents had at
least a bachelor’s degree, the field of study was not in social work.
Therefore, this study confirms previous findings that most public
child welfare workers are nonsocial workers. Theodore Stein
noted that nearly one-half of the currently assigned caseworkers in
public child welfare had bachelor’s level training in nonsocial
service fields. In total, only one out of four families was assigned to
caseworkers with formal training in social work. Also Russell noted
in his study that 12 states or 44 percent do not require their entry
level child welfare workers to have any kind of degree to perform
direct service functions in their states.
The second finding of interest was that the typical public
child welfare worker, who was not a social worker, did not feel that
level of education and amount of degree program used were
significant to their Job as a Social Service Specialist. However,
public child welfare workers that hold a social work degree
indicated that they used most of their education from their degree
programs. Therefore, this confirms previous findings that the
professionalization movement was aided and accelerated by
caseworkers who asserted that they had the beginnings of a
scientific knowledge base, as well as specialized skills, techniques,
and functions which differentiated them from the la3mian or
volunteer. Dhopper conducted a study that concluded that the
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major h3^othesis was supported, as were the minor hypothesis
about the higher performance of employees with social work
degrees on quality assurance and state merit examination criteria.”
The third finding indicated that public child welfare workers
rated meaningfulness, which means completion, as the highest
basic human work need compared to powerfulness, which means
autonomy. This study confirms the previous findings by Theodore
Stein who noted that the internal structure of public child welfare
agencies also is related in several ways to the powerlessness of staff.
He noted, in many ways, the public child welfare agency is a
disempowering force in the lives of those who must deal with it,
child welfare workers as well as clients.
The fourth finding of interest indicated that the typical public
child welfare workers, who were not social workers, perceived that
they seldom use their education/degree program in their current
Job. Previous findings by R. J. Teare in 1987 stated that “the lack
of trained social workers has implications for service quality
because a number of researchers documented a correlation
between educational background and job performance.” Another
statewide study conducted by the Bureau of Children’s Services
Advisory Committee in 1982 noted that “BSW or MSW public child
welfare staff have better preparation in many of the knowledge and
skill areas that are necessary for child welfare practice compared
with people with other educational degrees."
TTie fifth finding of Interest indicated that the typical public
child welfare workers, who were not social workers, did not have
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any feelings about their quality of worklife in a public child welfare
agency. Although workers did not note that they have feelings
about their quality of worklife, previous findings would tend to
disagree. Previous findings by Jayaratne and Chess would suggest
that “admittedly, child welfare makes a number of egregious
demands on the emotional life of its practitioners and despite those
factors — and even with such adverse conditions as comparatively
low pay, high caseloads, and turbulent organizational environments
— child welfare workers reported a high level of overall Job
satisfaction." Cohen noted that “the significance of the Quality of
Worklife (QWL) perspective for child welfare is that it provides a
way of designing and experimenting with alternative organizational
strategies that could fundamentally change the situation of the line
worker.”
The final finding of Interest was that the majority of the
employees did not obtain their knowledge, skills, and abilities from
education in order to perform their job as a Social Services
Specialist. Most of their knowledge, skills, and abilities were
obtained from on-the-job training.
When attention is focused on the findings of the study, several
areas seem worthy of further research. The areas of interest to the
researcher for further study are the lack of professional trained
social workers in public child welfare and the lack of inservice
training in areas that will enable family assessments. These areas
are valuable as the workers make major decisions about the lives of
their clients.
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Costin and Rapp noted that one of the findings of a study
conducted by The National Child Welfare Training Center was that
nearly 40 percent of child welfare worker respondents did not take
part in a training program during the last year.
The author is interested in further study on the need for
social workers in public child welfare as it relates to the quality of
services to clients. Also, the work conditions of public child
welfare workers need to be enhanced so that their feelings about
the Job could be more positive. Cohen noted that the child welfare
field can be revitalized by paying attention to the quality of worklife
of the staff. QWL approaches seek to improve simultaneously the
delivery of services and to create rewarding and stimulating places
for employees to work. The field of child welfare needs both.
According to Costin and Rapp, organizational solutions to
burnout would include adequate training, regulating caseloads size
and difficulty, developing career ladders in direct service, and
establishing mechanisms for workers to have involvement in
decisions which will affect them.i
The need for the child welfare services system is
unquestioned. Child welfare social workers perform functions
Indispensable to the amelioration of problems encountered by
significantly large numbers of children and families, and it is clear
that the public supports such services and programs. The question,
however, is whether such occupational activities as a professional
^Lela B. Costin and Charles A. Rapp, Child Welfare: Policies and
Practice, 3rd ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1984) 586.
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function can continue to be assigned to and controlled by the
profession of social work. To a great extent, this will depend on
the ability of the profession to establish convincingly that
professional knowledge, skill, and expertise, acquired by social
workers as a consequence of professional training, are clearly
superior to service provided by nonprofessionals. As yet, the
profession has failed to provide clear evidence that such is the
case.2 More research is needed.
Although the importance of having professionally trained
social workers in child welfare agencies has been documented, and
and some of the organizational and service delivery bairriers have
been identified, it is also important to look at the state of art in
child welfare today. Ironically and tragically, child welfare agencies
have been overwhelmed by increases in child maltreatment reports
and budget cuts at a time when knowledge of both prevention and
treatment programs has increased substantially.^
Schools and programs of social work can play major roles in
addressing the personnel crisis as well as overhauling service
delivery in the public child welfare system. Over the years, BSW
and MSW graduates have been hesitant to take public child welfare
jobs. Despite such trends, the rise of schools and programs of
socisil work are Integrally related to the demand for trained child
welfare practitioners. Although the federal government has shown
^Anne Minahan, eds., Encyclopedia of Social Work (Maryland:
National Association of Social Work, 1989), s.v. “Child Welfare Services,” by
Alfred Kadushin, 274.
^Pecora, Briar, and Zlotnik, 6.
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fluctuating Interest in sponsoring traineeships for BSW and MSW
students, social work education is the only academic program with
a central mission to prepare students for child and family welfare.
Increasingly, schools and programs of social work are being asked
to address the personnel crisis. The promotion of public child
welfare practice helps to familiarize students with and attract them
to permanent jobs in public child welfare agencies.'^
Not only are schools and programs of social work being
encouraged to form new partnerships with public child welfare
agencies, but in many cases inservice training programs, as well as
credential and degree acquisition initiatives, are outgrowths of this
sense of shared responsibility between the social work educational
programs and public child welfare agencies. In Illinois, for
example, as many as 400 child welfare workers are drawing on
state dollars and federal dollars from Title VI-E of the Social
Security Act to acquire MSWs. Through the coordinated activities
of the Illinois NASW chapter, six schools of social work are
participating in this Joint endeavor with state child welfare
workers.5
The author suggests that if state agencies do not give
precedence to trained social workers then they have a
responsibility to the clients in which they serve to provide the
child welfare worker with the knowledge, skills, and abilities to




critical element in providing quality service. Little attention or
focus has been given to the relationship between training and
worker performance. Elected officials and state administrators
need to be asking for such assurances. In-service training should
focus directly on the specific skills needed to improve quality
service delivery and improve agency performance. There should
also be in place a procedure to ensure that the skills taught are
Incorporated into practice.
Increasingly, schools and programs of social work are
promoting a family focus in the curriculum so that graduates are
prepared not only for public child welfare work but also are
prepared to be private providers of contracted services. Variations
in clinical services occur when some social workers are trained to
work with the entire family in home-based service delivery models
and other social workers prefer to provide only the one-to-one
service model that may focus only on the child. Strengthened
educational programming will lead to more effective services for
child welfare clients. The NASW Commission on Family and
Primaiy Associations has requested that the Council on Social Work
Education (CSWE) and the American Association of Deans and
Directors collaborate in join projects to promote educational
initiatives to address the public child welfare crisis.^
Cohen noted that in recent years, child welfare agencies have
been faced with severe limitations on funding, increasing demands
for services, and more seriously impaired client populations. These
6lbid., 8.
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factors have led some organizations to begin questioning how best
to orgEinize and measure their work, how to retain and motivate
employees, and how to be more productive. In addressing these
issues, the human services field and the social work profession have
two choices. On the one hand, it can embrace the methods and
practices derived from “scientific management” (e.g., tighter
direct supervision, standardization of work processes, and
standardization of outputs).^
This direction will likely lead to even greater limits being
placed on worker discretion and the continued “de-skilling of
social workers.” Alternatively, it can embrace the quality of
working life methods that have been relatively ignored in the
human services.*
Implications for Social Work Practices
Social workers and the social work profession must continue
to play an important role in the development and formulation of
public policy and child welfare services that strengthen the ability
to vulnerable families to raise healthy children. Highly skilled,
dedicated, and trained personnel are key elements to effective
service delivery.^
According to Harris, an estimated 75 percent of the cases in
public welfare agencies are handled by staff who are not
7Cohen, 147.
*Ibid. 147.
^Dorothy V. Harris, “Renewing Our Commitment to Child Welfare,”
Social Work 33 (Nov-Dec 1988): 483.
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professionally trained. Under these circumstances, the roles of
social work, public agencies, and the social work profession take on
added significance.^0
However, schools of social work cannot complete the task of
improving access to quality child welfare services without help.
The role of state agencies and legislative bodies is equally
important. Obstacles to recruitment and retention of professional
social workers exist in many public agencies. Many states have
declassified and reclassified social work positions. In these states,
applicants for highly sensitive positions are not required to have a
bachelor’s or MSW degrees. Salaries are low and caseloads have
tripled on the average in the past decade. The standards are not in
keeping with those promulgated by the National Association of
Social Workers (NASW). Other working conditions such as lack of
adequate clerical assistance, insufficient professional consultation
and training opportunities, and excessive paperwork add to the
unattractive nature of the work.^i
Child welfare workers who often are not social workers
should not solely bare the blame of the failure of the state system to
protect children. State administrators and elected officials should
begin to examine the profile of public child welfare workers and
recognize the need for highly trained and skilled social work
professionals to handle the complexity of the Job. It is the opinion




of children, children will continue to die, and the headline will
continue to read:
(Oct. 27, 1993) The Atlanta Joumal/The Atlanta Constitution,
“Twins Remained in Custody of Child Abuser."
(Oct. 28, 1993) The Atlanta Joumal/The Atlanta Constitution,
“DFACS head: Agency erred in twins’ case."
(Oct. 30, 1993) The Atlanta Joumal/The Atlanta Constitution,
“Fulton also left girl in care of Dekalb offender."
(Aug. 26, 1993) The Atlanta Joumal/The Atlanta Constitution,
“Caseworker in Barrow abuse case free on bond: Home visit
records falsified, officials say."
(Mar. 10, 1994) Chicago Tribune, “A drift in DCFS: Some






I am conducting a study to complete the requirement for a Ph.D.
Degree in Social Work from Clark Atlanta University. The purpose of
this study is to ascertain your perception ofpublic child welfare, to
identify what would be needed to retain workers in public child welfare,
and to determine what is needed to help you do your job better.
Thank you very much for your cooperation. Your prompt attention to




PUBLIC CHILD WELFARE QUESTIONNAIRE
rnstructiona
Listed below are some statements which may describe your feelings regarding your employment in
public child welfare. Place an (X) next to the responsefs) that you feel is/are most appropriate
Confidentiality regarding your responses will be maintained. It is not necessary for you to wnte
your name on the questionnaire. Responses you give on the questionnaire will not affect your
employmem. Your participation is greatly appreciate
Part I: Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities
Please place an (X) where you obtained or need iraining^ucanon in the following knowledge,
and abilities to perform the dudes of a Sodal Service Spedalial. Check all that apply.
Traininc/Education Received
College Inservice CMwJob
Edueadon Trainint Trainint None
Considerable knowledge in„.
1. Physical and psychological
ne^ of people






6. Counseling Mnciples and
Techniques














Working skills in. . . (contd.) Education Training Training None
6. Making Referrals ______ ______
7. Supportive Counseling _______ _____
8. Developing Service Plans •
9. Monitoring Clients* Progress ______ _____ _____ ____
10. Reading and Comprehending
Materials




Considerable ability in. . .
1. Investigating Allegations of
Abuse and Neglect
2. Providing Skill Placement
3. Crisis Intervention
4. Developing Relationships
5. Participating in Judicial and
Legal Processes
Source; Stau Georgia SuueMerit System ofPersonnel Atiministration class specificationfor Social Services
Specialist I and Social Services Specialist ll.
Education and work knowledge, skills, and abilities. . .
Howmuch of the knowledge, skills and abilities acquired from your education/degree program have






Please continue on next page.
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Part II: Quality of Work Life - Conditions
The following questions ask you to describe the objective characteristics of your job as a Social
Service Specialist, as well as the activities of your co-workers and supervisor. Try not to use
these questions to show how much you like or dislike your job, just be as factually correct as possible
- imagine what an outside observer would say in response to these questions.
S i i
1 Orel* tht appropriate letter. 1 "S 1
9
1
1. People in my position are allowed to make some decisions, but
most of the decisions about their work have to be referred to
their supervisor.
A M P N
2. People in my job do not normally move on to better jobs as a
direa resultof the oppotunidesmy job offer.
A M P N
3. People in my posidon are required to produce a specific
amouiu ofwc^ each day.
A M P N
4. People in my posidon perform tasks that are iqtedtive in
nature.
A M P N
5. My work requires one to coordinate regularly with co-
workers.
A M P N
6. People in my posidon have a great deal aS control over dieir
work acdvides.
A M P N
7. People in my job have the opportunity to learn new skills in
the course <k their work.
A M P N
8. People in my posidon must work at a constant rate ci speed; it
is not possible to let the work go for a half-hour or so aixl then
catch up on it later.
A M P N
9. People atmy level ate required to follow certain procedures to
do their woik that they wouldn't choose if it were up to theta
A M P N
10. People in my position work alone, on their own tasks, with
little or no interpersonal contact
A M P N
11. When they encounter problems in theirwmk, people in my
pondoa must refer th^ problems to their supervisor; they
cannot take any acdon on their owa
A M P N
12. My work requires one to learn newmethods in order to keep A M P N
up with changes and new developments.
Pleas* continue on next page.
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13. People in my positi<m must work very rapidly. A M P N
14. My wcvk does not involve completing a “whole” task. A M P N
15. People in my position are not allowed to help out one another. A M P N
16. Our supervisor acts on some of the suggestions of people in
my section.
A M P N
17. People in my position are permitted to try out methods of their
own when performing their job.
A M P N
18. People in my position have no control over the pace of work. A M P N
19. Jobs at my level fail to bring out the best abilities of the
employees because the jobs are very simple.
A M P N
20. People inmy position must interact with co-workers in order
to accomplish their tasks.
A M P N
21. People atmy level can make their own decisions without
checking with anyone else.
A M P N
22. People atmy level have the opportunity to learn about the otiier
departments in the organization while performing their jobs.
A M P N
23. My wOTk must be completed on a set schedule. A M P N
24. People in my position perform the same series of tasks all day. A M P N
25. My work requires a great deal of contact with other people. A M P N
The Quality ofLife-Conditions/Feelings instniment appears in Pfeiffer & Goodstein (1984).
copyright 1984 University Associates.
Please continue on next page.
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Part III: Quality of Work Life - Feelings
The following questions ask about your personal feelings regarding your job as a Social Service
Specialist. Try to be as honest as possible; do not “tone down” your feelings, but don’t exaggerate
either.
1 Circle the appropriate letter. 1* i / .11 #
1. I like the sort of work that I’m doing. SD D U A
2. My job gives me a chance to do the things that I do best SD D U A
3. My job gives me a feeling of pride and acam^lishment SD D u A
4. My job is an important job. SD D u A
5. My job is a rewarding experience. SD D u A
6. If I inherited enough naoney to live comfortably without SD
working. I would still continue to work at my present job.
D u A
7. If I had the opportunity to retire right now, I would prefer SD
to do that rather than to go on working at my present job.
D u A
8. The only meaning that I find in my woik is my paycheck. SD D u A
9. I wok to earn a living; my noore impoitam activities and SD
interests are found outside ofmy job.
D u A











TheQuality ofL^e-ConditionslFeelings instrumentappears in Pfeiffer & Goodsuin 119S4).
copyright 1984 University Associates.




The following questions ask that you tell us about yourself so that the summary of the information can
be meaningful to you and other child welfare worken.
1. What is your cunent job title?
Social Services Specialist I □ Social Services Specialist II
2. Ate you Q male □ female?
3. Ate you Q single □married □ other?
4. Which best describes your race/ethnic group?
□ Black □ Asian □ Native American
□ white □ Hispanic □ other (specify)
5. Which iiKludes your age?
□ 20 (»less □ 41-45
□ 21-25 □ 46-50
□ 26-30 □ 51-55
□ 31-35 □ 56-60
□ 36-40 □ over 60
6. Please complete the following infotmadon for the highest education level achieved.
Education Level Aiea/Reld Date








Q Other Doctonue Degree
Q Other (Specify)
Please continue on next page.
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7. Which of the following job areas best describe your work history?
Job Area Job Title Number of years
(Check all that apply) (List all that apply) in Job Area
□ DelcalbDFCS
Q OtherGeorgia DFCS
Q ChildWelfare (other than DFCS)
Q Social Services (other than child
welfare)
Q Mental Health
Q Children and Youth Services
Q Juvenile Coun
Q Oher (Specify)
8. The Specialized Service in DFCS that I cuirendy woik in is
Q Child Protective Services Intake
Q Child Protective Services
Ongoing
□ Foster Care
□ Adoption (Resource DevdapcnnO
Q Oher (Specify)




STATI VtRiT SYSTEM OR RtRSONNIt, AOMINISTNA-nON
CIt SuwfltwMlI STATE OF GEORGIA
Qtam TM* IMwimvOm litirfiMiMii Hm,
SOCIAL SStVtCES SRCIAUSI t nvt 11/01/S7 7$k5Q
oomnoR
Undar diraetion. parfana watk of ■adarata dlffleultjr ia aanasiat a eaaalead af ellanca la adult or ehil.
pratacciva tacvicaa, plaeaaant larrteaa. ar adoptlaaa aarrteaai cooxdtaataa aad piiii lilaa aklllad eaaauarfc ant
eotaiaoliJiR larrleaa aiaad at aatarlaR a aafa aad aatlafaetory haaa analmint and allaatatiiv tho factor:
eantributliiR ta tha aauaa> aaglaet* ar aaploitatlaa of ehlldxaa or adultai aad parfoina ralatad uarfc ai
raquixad.
DCMiPtxs or oums
laaoattiataa lafarrala of wiapactad abnaa, aaflaet, ar aivlottaclon of ehlldrant iatarrlaua aad abtaina back-*
(xaiBid iafomatlaa froa eaild, faallY. oallataral cantaeta, and allatad parpotcatar to datantaa if allata-
tlona can ba aubataatlatadi aabaa m laadlata aaiaaiaanr of taa dattaa of riak ta tba ctoildi initiataa
piaeaduraa ta taaoaa child froa tha boaa if aaeaaaacTi partieipataa la tha Judicial praeoaa bp prapartn«
raporta for tha eaurc, arranpiaf for tha aoailabilltp of noroaiary aaldanea and taatiaanp, praaidinp paraanal
taatlaony, and aakiat rornaaanilannna roROrdlns tba diapoaitioa of tha caaa. Oaoalopa aarrlca plaa to opacify
tha nlo of tba faailp and tha Oaparoaaa of raailp and OUldran Sataicaa ia allaaiatinc tha factara contribu¬
ting to tha abuaa. aaglaet. ar aaplaltatloa of affaetad childlranlt proridaa ongoing caaa aaaaganant for
faniliaa aad childran iihieh ineludaa erlaia iatamntioa, aupportioa eaunaaling, anorgoncy placaamc of ehild-
mn, and coordination of nultipla tamcaa (a.g., faailp planaiag, baaith aamcaa, aantal haalth and/or
nantal rotardation aarricaa, paraRiaR akllla claaaaa, autrition eounaaiingli aataoaoa tha naad for continua¬
tion of protactira aarricaa baaad aa dba naponairanaaa and progroaa of tho faailp.
ProTtdaa plaeaaant aarricaa for ehlidzaa oho haro boon i-nrid froa chair natural boaa. Coadueea fMily
aatiiiaont to obtain Infomatioa far can ia tba daralopaant af aaeial itudp aad caaa plant pmparaa aocial
.atudp ohieb ineludaa baaia idanTIfying iafamatiaa on fanilp aanbam, apaeifie problaaa uhieb nacaatitatad tha
plaeaaant, aarricaa offarod or piorldad ta piarant plarononr. fnaily lifaatyla, potantial far rounifieacion.
and aoat appropriaea plaeaaant (a.g. faatar bona, rolaeira plocononr. group boaa, Inatitution I; praparaa caaa
plaa otoich addroaaaa approprlataaooa af plaeonant, outlinaa tba aganey'a plan ta aaoura that tha child ra-
eairaa propar can, and apaeifiaa goala ta bo aeeaapliahad ia ardor for tha child to ba ratumad hoaa.
Proridaa caaa aanagaaant aarrieaat acbndalaa aad arrangaa for prariaioa of aarricaa ta natural faniliaa (a.g.,
heaaaaaara, paranting akilla claaaaa. aantal baaltb caiaMaliag'aarricaa. nutrition eounaalingit arrangoa and
■upocriaaa child'a riaita with natural fanilyt proridaa eaiaiaaliag and guidanea to natural fantly ia aaating
aatabliahad Sdala; proridaa nvportirn enanallag ta faatar faniliaas aonitara plaeaaant af child to anoura
naado ara baing aat. fartieipataa ia aiaffiago to diaeuaa otatua af eaaai aabaa roeoaandatioa far paraananey
plan for child (a.g., mlatira plaeannBt. long tarn foatar cam, adaption, raeum to natural faailr or guar-
dianl; aonitara caaaa ia ohieb child ia tatumad ta pamntat partieipataa ia tacniantion af parantal righto
proeaoat proridaa dacuoancacian, otbar aridanca, and paraanal caatiaony for court haaringa.
Condueta hoaa araluatioa af faoily iataraotad ia adopting childran through tha Oapartaant of roaily and
Childroa Sarrleaa ar an indapandant adoption oganey; intarriawa tha fanily ta obtain nacaoaarr infaraation and
axplaina tba adoptira proeaaa and mmuicgfMtat diteuaoaa with faniliaa tha raalitiaa af bacaning adoptiva
paranta, thair capacity for parenting, and cl&ir oapaetatiaoa of a ebildt ebtaina nocotiiry roforeneat and
rarifieation of inforaationi • ririirin(i~T fanily for approral aa aa adoptira hoaa; eoapiloo eonprohanoivo hoaa
study roport aad subaiu ta appropriata affiea for approral. Caaplataa social study an aaeh child who is froa
for adoption ta daeaniaa tba adoptira asna nsads of tha child and tha child's raadinoaa for adoption: obtains
fanily history, nodical roeards. school raearda. psychological araluatioa. aad otbar parcinant infomation to
includa in social study; writaa narratcro report on the child which ineludas spaeial needs, sarrtcas praridad.
sunaarr of actiritias. fanilial ralationships, and other infotsntion regarding tha child's sicnificont life






P*rcicip«cu iJi lUffUifs CO diaeitu tha •doptlv* boa* laada of aach child. Salaecs in iiifripi ici i .
heaa far Uia child: proridac cha prospactiTa faaily with infocaatlan ahauc tha child: anaBhaa and vnit:
pra'placaaanc wlaica; counsals with child, proapactiwa adopeiaa pacaaca, and foacar panaca Ca prapaca cr
far child'a adapciani acnitara caaa after adeptiaa ia flaaliaad ta aid fanily la txaaaiciaa.
lawaatitataa rafacxala af aaapaetad abiiaa, aaglace ar ai^laitacian af adultai iatatalawa aad abtaina hac
gmund Infaiaacian fron tha clianc. faaily. eallatacal caotneta, and allagad-paipatxacar tn datamina
allaiaclena can ba aubatantlatad: dacaminaa if client la at rlak and la aaad af proeaeclwa anmcaa: prartc
eriaia intarranelan tarricaa to aaat tha lanadlafa naada af ellanta: raparta caaaa af ahnn, natiaet,
aaplaitatian by caracahara ta appeapriata lagal autharltiaat lafaca caaaa aat aaaclap pnldaHaad far prate
Cim tarvlcaa ta athar appraprlata aarrleaa (a.p., pmaantlaa aarwlcaa, public aaaiatanea pchpaaa, i iiamini
tarwleaa). Aaaaaaaa tha naada af tha eliaat aad dawalapa a aarrlea plan ta apaelfy cha tala af tha clianc a
tha apancy la praridiap far thaaa aaadai laeacaa, eaaidlaataa, and aanitatd tha ;ravUiaa at aarrleaa (a.|
hnaanabar aarrleaa, hana dalirarad aaala. hana aanapansK aupparc, aadlral aameaa, lapal aacwicaa. tranape
taciaa aarrleaa); aaalata ia arraatlnp far appraprlata alcazaatira lirlap arrancananca ia tha aaanaiiCy ar
aa inaticutien. taraacipataa tha aaad far a tnpraaancatiwa papaa aM/ar acta la tha tola of payaa aa daai
nacad. Patleieaa eaurt far r^axdiaaahip af eiiaaca aa nacaaaaryi Caatifiaa la eaurt haartada far luardianan
caaaa: aanitara guardlaaahip caaaa ta anaura that rlphca ara prataatad and that aatwleaa aca prewidad
IMMMtoda
mNiNOH quAuncuzoa
NBZssAin noHusa. snus. am auunn
Canaidarabla knowladaa of tha phpiieal and payehalegleal aaada af iadividuala and fanillaa and aathoda
naaciap thaaa naada.
Caod knawladaa af cultural faetara aad baliaf lyataaa which any affaet fanily llfaacylac: af fdnily dyy^
af currant caclal aad acanenia eanditlana: af child damlepaant aad child cam praetieaa, aa ippUcablV'
availabla eoMunicy and local ipaney raaauxeaa: of iatarwiawiiip aad lafotnatlaa lathartap taenaiquaa:
eounaallnp priaeiplaa tad tachniquaa.
Workinw iblll la rfaiieatiin in a ely jand^caneiaa aaanar. bathmil; and in writinB; ia iatarrtowint a
obtaining infomaclon'fraa ellanta'aMTuUntaml'eantaeta: in llataniing ta elianca ta undaratand and rala
to Choir naada and pmblaaa: la aataialng ellanta' Indlrlhial tituatlonai U locating, aakii* raforrali t
and eeardinatii« rarloua taeial aarrleaa to aaat ellanta' naada; la prowiding cupportiva aaunaaling;
davalopijig and rawiaing aatwlca plana; ia aonitorlng ellanta' pregraaa cauard gaaU attabliahad ia aarri
plan; ia raadtag and eoaprahandlng aatarial of rarying larala of ea^laaity; ia prowiding dataalad doeuaanc
tian for uao la caaa neorda, hana atudiaa, aad judUUl pmeaadinga.
Cencidarabla abilltw to iaraatlgaU allagation af abuaa. naglaet or ai*laitatian af adulU ar ehildmn,
applieablo; to prawida alUllad placanant or adaptian aarrleaa, aa applleabla; ta prowida erUia UUrranti
aamcaai to damlap and aalntaia affaetlwo working mUtlonahipa with a wariaty af paapla (a.g., clianc
athar prafaaaianal aarrlea prawldam, tehaol offleiala, copmaantatiwea af wanaua cnnaaiitty agoneiaai;
undaratand «d apply cha guidollnaa af pragmaa ia cha aroa of aaaignnanc: ta ladaratand aad participata
tha lagal and Judicial praeaaa aa it talacaa to pratacciro and athar taeial tarwleaa ca plaa aad organica we
and aatabliah priericiaa.
nunxM am ccpouoa
Ona year of prefeaalonal aaparlanca thrprifary fuieciaa of which Inwelwod tha prawlaian af taeial
aarrlea — mnagonanc and aupportiwa eeunaaling tarwicat la a taeial wtlfam tatting, at a laval
odulwalant to Sanior Caaawartar.
NOTZi Caaplation af a eouria of ttudy aqulvalant to a aaatart dagroa ia taeial wrk ar a claialv iy<iw
field aay ba tubacieutad far tha abewa exporianca raquiranant.
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Undar dlnctlon, parfotad «atk af eanaidaiabla difficulty parfamac fuil'tiaa ebild pcataeciTa
camcaa iataka dutiaa nUcB iamlaa iotaatipaciai «i aaaaaaiag ailataciona af atuaa. aiBlaet. ar
aapleitaeioB af ehildcas by pataaca ar earacakara; and parfexaa ralatad aotk aa raqulrad.
iXMffiis or Dums
laaaacicacaa tafarcala af auapaetad pbyaieal abuaa, aakiial abuaa. aatlaeC, ar acplaitatiau af child-
cant inearviawa and abtaiaa barmriaaid infomatiaa ca childi fasily, eallatacal caacacta, and
allacad pacpatratar ca dacacaiaa If allacatiaaa can ba aubataaciatadi abtaiaa cnainal backtrcund
tafacaacien ca allapad parpacracart abtaiaa aadlcal aiaalnafinn ca child ia caaaa af phyaacal and
aamal abuaai takaa ar abtaiaa paacatrapaa af auapact bntiaaa/ceara/lacaratiana on child far uaa at
aridanca in caurt baarinia ca phyaical abuaa caaaai nay oandikrt aidaa-tapad iataraiaw af pbyatcally
or tanially abuaad ebildraa for uaa aa acidanea la court.
Oataiainaa if andaaca ia cufficiaK ta open protactian aatricaa eatat aafcat icaadiata aaaaaiaant af
datma of riak ca childt datacaiaat if tavarity of riak uarraata maaai af child fraa tta hoaat
concaeca police or ochar appropriaca lapal authoriciaa ta hara child maicad frea cha hcaat piaaidoa
anarfoncy placMoc for tha childt partieipataa ia tha Judicial procaaa by pcapariin caparta for cha
court, arranping for tha availability of nacaaaary avidanea and taatlanny, pravtdiag paraaaal caici-
aony, and aidcing mcoanandaclona cagardlng tha dlapoaitiaa af tha caaa.
Oavalepa and aanltora tatrlea plat vhieh outllaaa tha |oala ta ha achiavad by tha faaily, dafinaa
.tha .raapenaibilicy^fj^agaacy cad cha cliant ia achiaviag goala, aad Idantiflaa tha lameat
which will ba providad by agency'and ochar cawnity raaoureaat pcawldba auppartlva CMaiaaliag
ta aaaiac clianca ia laidarataadlag chair problaaa aad tha aaad for agaacy iatarvantun.
Cktabliahoa aad naiatalaa dacallad caaa raearda which lacluda dantncicicn of background infotna-
cion, cliant contacta, obaarvationa, barrica plana, pregraaa of eaaa, ate.
MINIMUM gUAUnCAXIOIIt
NEczssArr raouLaa. sous, md aioitid
Canaidarahla krinwladan of tha phyaical aad payehologicnl aaada af iadividuala and finiliaa; of
cultural factora and baliaf ryaraaa which nay affact faaily lifaatylaat af fantly dynaniei: of
tachaiguna of interrtawiag a vanaty af paraona to obtain naadad infocnationt of eounaaiiag prinei-
plaa aad tachniguaat of child davalopnant and child caro practieaa.
Good knowladaa of guidalinaa for Cha pcowiaioa of protactivn aarvicaat of currant aactal and acone-
ale canditionat of availabla coaauaity and agancy tnaaureott of tha lagal ayataa aad tha ptocaduraa
for iaitiatlag court action.
Conitdarabla ikill ia iacarviawing and obtaining infocnation froa a variacy of paraonat la coMaii-
eating ta a elaar aad eoneiaa aannir, both orally and ia writingi ia providing eribia iacarvancion
and eounaaling aarvieoa to eliaatai ia doeiannting ia cha eaaa record social data, facts, obaarva-






WarkiM mill tn davatoplfit MtTlea planat in pivTtdlnc Intml** riinnrt urrlsaa ta elUk
laetuPinc locatuic u»t eaardiflatint (pacific (azTlcM tc bmc clicncc* McCa; ia rcHlin and eaapf
handinc aaurldl of aarriiit laaala af ec^lasltjr.
Conaidarabla ahilltr to iovaacltata allaiatioas of abuaa, naiiace, and aaploiucioa af childraai ta
asaaaa tM dotraa of dantar to ttM cUld and to dacaaniBa If cktld can aafolp rannia ia taa hoaa; to
davolop and aalntaln affacelaa, oocklng rolatianahlpa vita a aarlaep af poopla (•.■.. achaol off!*
claU, local and Judicial afflclaU> caMaUcp aarolca pcoddacSi afcacp aamca prooldaaul
Warktna ahtltev to wdantand and partlclpata ia tba local and Judicial procasa aa it lalataa- tc
child procactioa aarolcaat ta laadacotaad and paucran cmdalinaa partalaiac ta Mid protaeciTo
aarricaai ta plan and oacaaiaa uoak and aatabllah prloritiaa.
niAiniiB A» DcniuBia
Ona paar of profoaaioaal aaparianea at a laanl aqulralant ta a tnrial Sarrlcaa Spacialiat I ia
aanacing a caaalaad af ollaata ia adult or child protactlua taaricaa, plaeanaac aaroicaa, or adop*
tiona aaauicaa.
KTZi fducatlca aajr act aubatitata for tha abooa aaparlanra codnlxunant.
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Knowledge, Skills, Abilities, and
Values for SocialWork Practice
Knowledge
KMwMg* oi caaework and group wotk theory
and technlquea.
Kaaarladf• at community reaourcea and aer-
vlcea.
Taawladfi at baUc federal and atate aodal aer*
vice programa and their prupoaea.
Wnaarladga of community organization theory
and the development at health and welfiue aer>
vtceUi
Saamladgeof baalc aodoeconomlc and political
theory.
Tnawladge at racial, ethnic, and other cultural
groupa m aociety—their vatuea and Ufe^ylea and
the reaultant laauea in coatemporaty life.
Feamiadga of aourcea of prnfraalnnal and adenO'
fk reaearch appropriate to practice.
KaawMge of the ooncepta and technlqueB of
social planning.
Taanladga of the theoriea and concepo of auper>
viaian and the profeaaional auperviaioo of aocial
work practice.
K—wiadga of theoriea and ooncepta of personnel
management.
gnawladfe of common aocial and paychological
staUatical and other reaearch methoda and tech-
mquea.
SawwMge of the theoriea and ooncepia of aocial
wedhre admlnlatTadan.
Kaearladge of aocial and environmental factors
affecting ciienta to be served.
Knewladga of the theories and methoda of psycho¬
social aaaeaament and intervention and of differen¬
tial diagnoaia.
iadga of the theory and behavior of organi¬
zational and aocial systems and of methods for
encouraging change
■'Mwlodga of community organization theory
and technlquee
Ssawladga of the theories of human growth and
development and of family and social interaction.
Wsasriadga of amaU-group theory and behavioral
dynamlce
Tnawladga of the theoriea of group interaction
and therapeutic Intervention.
KMwMgs of crisis Intervention theories and
tecimlquee
Tnaarladga of advocacy theory and techniques
Ssawladgo of the ethical standards and practices
of profeaaional aocial work.
Kaowlsdgo of trarhing and instructional theories
and techniques.
Tsawladga ofaoctal welfare trends and policies.
KMwIadg* of local state, and fedeial laws and
regulations affecting aocial and health aervicea.
Skills
In wwMing to othera with understanding
andpurpoae.
Ska in eliciting informadon and in assembling
relevant facta to prepare a aocial hlalary. aaaeaa¬
ment and report
Ska in creating and maintaining professional
helping reladooahlpo and in uamg oneself in rela-
tionah^
Ska in observing and interpreting verbal anc
nonverbal behavior and in using a knowledge o:
personality theory and Magnnmrif methods.
IT
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sun In engaging clients In efforts to resolve thetr
own problem and In gaining crust
SklO In dlanisslng sensitive emotional subjects in
a nontbreatentng supporOve manner.
Skin In creating innovative sohiOona to cUenta'
needs.
sun in determining tbe need to end therapeutic
relationship and how to do sa
Skin in Interpreting the findings of research
studies and profeaoional literature.
Skin in mediating and negotiating between con¬
flicted parties.
Skin in providing InterorganlzaOonal liaison ser¬
vices.
Skin in Interpreting or communicating social
needs to funding sources, the public, or legislators.
Abilitlen
Akintj to speak and write clearly.
Ability to teach others.
Ability to respond supporttvely in emotion-laden
or crisis aituadona.
Abmty to serve as a role model in a profrialnnal
relanonahlp.
Abmty to Interpret complex psychosocial phe¬
nomena.
Abmty to organize a workload to meet designated
responsibilities.
Abmty to identify and obtain resources needed to
assist others.
Abmty to assess one's performance and feelings,
and to use help or consultation.
Abmty to participate In and lead group activities.
Abmty to function under stress.
Abmty to deal with conflict situations or conten¬
tious peratmallties.
Abmty to relate aodal and psychological theory
to practice aituationa.
Abmty to identify the information necessary to
solve a problem.
Abmty to conduct research studies of agency ser¬
vices or one's practice.
individual in society.
Valoas
: to the prtmaiy importance of the and appreciation for individual and
group differences.
(tar die confidentiality of relatianahips to developing clients' ability to
with ‘***»"^ help themselves.
CanwItaMat to social change to meet aodaity WOttBCnaas to persiat in efforts on behalf of
recognised needs. dients despite frustration.
WOHagnsas to keep personal feelings and needs Caasammaat to social justice and the economic,
separate from professional relationahlpa. physical, andmental well-being of all In society.
to transmit knowledge and skills to CamasItMak to a high standard of personal and
pmfrsatnnal conduct.others.
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